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A B S T R A C T
Mars is a place of particular interest in the exploration of the solar
system because it is one of the places that may have been home to
microbial life forms in the past. It is also a prominent target for future
manned exploration. Both the past and the present habitability of
Mars, and the safety of astronauts working on the Martian surface,
depend, among other factors, on the environment of ionizing radiation
present on the Martian surface.
As part of the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission, the Radiation
Assessment Detector (RAD) on board the Curiosity rover aims to mea-
sure the Martian radiation environment. The instrument has been
jointly developed by the Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel (CAU)
and the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI). One of the scientific goals
being addressed by the instrument is to aid in the validation of particle
transport models used to simulate the radiation environment on the
Martian surface. This thesis aims to address this goal in particular.
Global dust storms are a meteorological feature that is unique to
Mars. These storms produce a striking difference in the appearance of
the planet, obscuring almost all of its surface beneath a dense layer of
dust. As of the date of this writing, there have been no measurements
of the influence of the lofted dust on the radiation environment on
the Martian surface. This is simply due to the fact that no global
dust storm has occurred during the time RAD has been active. In
order to predict the changes in radiation environment, simulations
comparing a global dust storm to normal atmospheric conditions are
performed. Additionally, an attempt is made to validate the results
of the simulations using a period of enhanced dust activity that is
included in the RAD measurement time.
The Martian radiation environment is dominated by downward par-
ticle fluxes of Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) and the secondary particles
produced by them. Near the Martian surface, an upward-directed
component composed of secondary particles produced in the Martian
soil adds to the total radiation environment. In order to fully char-
acterize the radiation environment, this upward component must be
understood as well. A method for discriminating particle direction-
ality in RAD for charged particles is developed through simulations
and validated through instrument observations. The RAD instrument
is unable to determine directionality for neutrons due to its design.
However, since neutrons are important for dosimetry, an instrument
design capable of measuring neutron directionality is described and
its basic capabilities assessed.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Im Sonnensystem ist Mars von besonderem Interesse, da er in der
Vergangenheit möglicherweise mikrobielle Lebensformen beherbergt
haben könnte. Ebenso ist Mars ein Hauptziel für zukünftige bemannte
Missionen. Die Kenntnis des Feldes ionisierender Strahlung auf dem
Mars ist sowohl für die Beurteilung der früheren und heutigen Habita-
bilität als auch für die Sicherheit zukünftiger Astronauten von großer
Bedeutung.
Im Rahmen der Mission Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mißt das
Instrument Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) an Bord des Rovers
Curiosity die Strahlungsumgebung auf dem Mars. Das Instrument
wurde gemeinsam von der Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel
(CAU) und dem Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) entwickelt. Eines
der wissenschaftlichen Ziele des Instrumentes ist die Validierung
von Teilchentransportmodellen. Dieses Ziel wird in der vorliegenden
Arbeit vorrangig verfolgt.
Globale Staubstürme sind ein Phänomen, das ausschließlich auf
dem Mars vorkommt. Solche Stürme verursachen markante Verände-
rungen des Planeten, da nahezu die gesamte Oberfläche durch eine
dichte Staubschicht verdeckt wird. Zum Zeitpunkt dieser Veröffentli-
chung gab es keine Beobachtungen des Einflusses solcher Staubstürme
auf die Strahlungsumgebung des Mars, da innerhalb der Messzeit
von RAD kein solcher Sturm aufgetreten ist. Um Vorhersagen über
diesen Einfluss machen zu können, wurden Simulationen, die einen
globalen Staubsturm mit normalen Atmosphärenbedingungen verglei-
chen, durchgeführt. Zusätzlich wurde ein Versuch unternommen, die
Simulationsergebnisse anhand einer innerhalb der RAD- Messungen
liegenden Zeit mit erhöhter Staubaktivität zu validieren.
Die Strahlungsumgebung auf dem Mars wird durch abwärts gerich-
tete Teilchenflüsse, Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) und ihre Sekundärteil-
chen, dominiert. Nahe der Oberfläche existiert zusätzlich eine aufwärts
gerichtete Komponente aus innerhalb des Bodens produzierten Sekun-
därteilchen. Um die Strahlungsumgebung vollständig zu beschreiben,
ist es notwendig, diese aufwärts gerichtete Komponente zu verstehen.
Hier wurde eine Methode zur Unterscheidung der Teilchenrichtung
geladener Teilchen im RAD anhand von Simulationsdaten entwickelt
und durch Observationsdaten validiert. Aufgrund seiner Konstruktion
ist RAD nicht in der Lage, die Richtung von Neutronen zu messen. Da
sie aber für die Dosimetrie relevant sind, wurde ein Instrument, das da-
zu in der Lage ist, vorgestellt und seine grundlegenden Eigenschaften
beurteilt.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
One of the most important questions science is facing today is whether
or not there is, or has been, life in other places than on Earth. This, of
course, includes not only present life, but also past life. Thus, places
where this question can be studied are of supreme interest today.
Mars, our planetary neighbor, is one of the places within our solar
system in which life might conceivably have evolved once. Further-
more, Mars has the potential for being a future habitat for humanity.
Mars has been studied for a long time, with theories and search
of past and present life being made from the start. Perhaps one of
the most well-known studies was performed by Giovanni Schiaparelli
in the second part of the 19th century (e. g., Schiaparelli (1893) and
Schiaparelli (1899)). He created maps of albedo features, giving them
names that are still in use today. The channels and lakes described by
Schiaparelli inspired many theories about a civilization on Mars, e. g.,
by Percival Lowell (Lowell, 1906).
Today, no evidence of past or present life on Mars has been found.
Studies are continuing nevertheless using a variety of methods, includ-
ing remote observations (e. g., Montabone et al. (2006) and Purucker
et al. (2000)) and meteoroids found in Antarctica (e. g., Mittlefehldt
(1994) and Min et al. (2017)). The most well-known studies presently
underway are carried out in situ by robotic probes. The latest of those
explorers to date is Curiosity, a rover landed on the Martian surface
by the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission (Grotzinger et al., 2012).
Curiosity touched down in August 2012 inside Gale Crater near the
Martian equator.
The importance of Gale crater as a study site for assessing the past
habitability on Mars has been detailed in Grotzinger et al. (2012). The
Gale crater satisfies both the engineering and safety constraints to the
mission as well as being a scientifically interesting region. The site
allows access to various features allowing an in-depth study of the
Martian environment with regards to its habitability through both its
location and its topography.
Gale crater is located near the Martian equator at a latitude of 5.4 °S
and a longitude of 137.8 °E. The crater has a diameter of approxi-
mately 150 km with a pronounced central peak, called Aeolis Mons
or Mount Sharp. Gale crater is straddling a sharp contrast in local
topography, with low flatlands to the north and a highland region to
17
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the south. Evidence of aqueous flows on the surface has previously
been observed at the boundary of these regions. Furthermore, through
its topography, Gale crater allows access to a wide range of features
for studying the habitability of the Martian environment:
• The crater bed shows an alluvial fan as well as layered sedimen-
tary material, locally penetrated by small craters.
• Aeolis Mons allows access to almost 5 km of stratified rocks of
various composition.
In total, Gale crater is a site well suited to studying the Martian
habitability, allowing the MSL mission to meet its science objectives.
These are
• to investigate the chemical building blocks of life (carbon, hydro-
gen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and sulfur),
• to identify features that may represent the effects of biological
processes (biosignatures),
• to interpret the processes that have formed and modified rocks
and soils,
• to assess long-timescale (i. e., 4-billion-year) Martian atmospheric
evolution processes,
• to determine present state, distribution, and cycling of water
and carbon dioxide, and
• to characterize the broad spectrum of surface radiation, includ-
ing cosmic radiation, solar particle events and secondary neu-
trons.
The surface radiation environment is of prime importance for as-
sessing the past and present habitability of Mars. The goal of charac-
terizing this environment is met by the Radiation Assessment Detec-
tor (RAD) instrument onboard the Curiosity rover. RAD is co-developed
by the Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel (CAU) and the Southwest
Research Institute (SwRI), with the RAD Sensor Head (RSH) being devel-
oped at the CAU, and the RAD Electronics Box (REB) being developed
at the SwRI. RAD employs a stack of Silicon Solid State Detector (SSD)
on top of two scintillation detectors in order to measure particle type
and total energy of ionizing particles. A more detailed description is
given in Chapter 2.
The Martian environment is radically different compared to that of
Earth in almost all aspects. A full description of the environment is
given in Chapter 3, but as a brief description, the differences relevant
for this work are:
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• The Martian atmosphere is considerably thinner than Earth’s,
with typical surface pressure inside Gale crater being about 7‰
of surface pressure at sea level on Earth, and is almost completely
composed of Carbon dioxide (CO2).
• The Martian atmosphere and soil are extremely arid.
• Mars lacks a global magnetic field. There are local remnants
of an earlier global field, but Gale Crater shows no relevant
magnetic field.
When studying the radiation environment on Mars, these differences
result in a complete lack of magnetic shielding and a vastly reduced
shielding by the atmosphere. While the primary sources of particle
fluxes for Earth and Mars are extremely similar, this results in vastly
different radiation environments on the planetary surfaces.
Simulation data is used extensively in this work. It is used both as
a tool for interpreting the observations made by the RAD instrument,
as well as for verification of particle transport simulation codes. A
discussion of two different approaches to such codes, as well as a
description of the codes and applications used herein, are given in
Chapter 4.
Despite all differences, there are similarities between Earth and
Mars. The most obvious is perhaps the presence of seasons (e. g., Hess
et al. (1980)). The meteorological effects of the seasons are driven by
the sublimation and resublimation of CO2 ice between the northern
and southern polar caps. The transport of gases generates global
wind patterns and drives large-scale meteorology. Due to these winds,
the extremely small sand grains, called fines, can be lofted into the
atmospheric column, resulting in a dust storm. Dust storms can persist
for some weeks, and a local storm is not an uncommon occurrence.
During the northern winter, a local dust storm can grow to a large
storm encompassing a large portion of the planet. This is called a
global dust storm.
Global dust storms enshroud most of the planet with an extensive
presence of dust in the atmospheric column. This obviously leads
to mass added to the atmosphere and may enhance atmospheric
shielding against incoming energetic particle fluxes. Furthermore, the
heavy dust loading in the atmosphere increases the amount of heavy
elements, part of the composition of the fines, in the atmospheric
column. These elements are not normally present in the atmosphere
in such concentrations. This may result in an altered spectrum of
secondary particles generated within the atmosphere.
To date, no measurements of the radiation environment during a
global dust storm have been made. This is simply due to the fact
that no such storm has occurred within the MSL mission. However,
there exists modeling work by Norman, Gronoff, and Mertens (2014)
attempting to characterize the influence of dust on ground- level
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particle spectra using the High-Charge and Energy Transport (HZETRN)
transport code (Wilson et al., 1995). In this work, the results of Norman,
Gronoff, and Mertens (2014) are extended using the Planetocosmics
application, which is based on the Geometry and Tracking version
4 (Geant4) particle transport code. This will not only further prepare
the ground for observations during global dust storms, should they
occur during the mission, but it will also allow an assessment of the
predictions made by the HZETRN model used by Norman, Gronoff,
and Mertens (2014) versus the predictions made by the Planetocosmics
code used in this work. This analysis is presented in Chapter 5.
The Martian radiation environment not only consists of downward-
directed primary particle fluxes, namely Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR)
and Solar Energetic Particle (SEP), but also in a large part of sec-
ondary particles induced by the primary particles inside the Martian
atmosphere. Additionally, there is an upward- directed particle flux
induced in the atmospheric column and the Martian soil.
The characterization of the upward flux both in simulation and
observation is a major part of this work. This will allow for an
assessment of the importance of these particles for dosimetry, and
thus, for habitability. Furthermore, it will allow an assessment of
the quality of the simulation codes used here. Chapter 6 gives more
details.
While findings and results are discussed individually within the
chapters, a summarizing discussion and conclusions are given in
Chapter 7.
2
T H E R A D I AT I O N A S S E S S M E N T D E T E C T O R
I N S T R U M E N T
As stated in the introduction, the characterization of the Martian
radiation environment is one of the main science goals of the Mars
Science Laboratory (MSL) mission. The instrument that meets this goal
is the Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) instrument. The primary
science goals of RAD, as stated by (Hassler et al., 2012), are
• to measure energetic particle spectra at the surface of Mars,
• to measure dose and determine dose equivalent rates for human
explorers on the surface of Mars,
• to use these measurements to enable validation of Mars atmo-
spheric transmission models and radiation transport codes,
• to provide input to the determination of the radiation hazard
and potential mutagenic influences to life at or just below the
Martian surface, and
• to provide input to the determination of the chemical and iso-
topic effects of energetic particles on the Martian surface and
atmosphere.
In order to accomplish the different goals, RAD is a complex in-
strument including many different detection channels. A complete
description is beyond the scope of this work and have been described
elsewhere (Hassler et al., 2012). Instead only the features and ca-
pabilities of RAD relevant for the present thesis and needed for its
understanding will be described.
A sketch of the construction of RAD is shown in Fig. 2.1. The two
major components are the RAD Sensor Head (RSH) in silver and the
RAD Electronics Box (REB) in gold. The REB contains the electronics
necessary for the operation of the instrument. It will not be discussed
in detail here. The RSH has two major components, the Solid State
Detector (SSD) telescope on top, followed by scintillators below.
RAD is composed of six detectors in total. The SSD telescope contains
three silicon diodes, followed by two scintillators. An additional
scintillator surrounds the other two scintillators from the side and
below. The following description of the detector shapes, materials and
properties is taken from Hassler et al. (2012), unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 2.1: Cartoon drawing showing the construction of the Radiation As-
sessment Detector (RAD). Major components visible include
the RAD Sensor Head (RSH) in silver and the RAD Electronics
Box (REB) in gold. Taken from Hassler et al. (2012).
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A sketch of detector nomenclature and detection logic is shown in
Fig. 2.2. The particle telescope on top of the sensor head contains the
SSDs called A, B and C. Each silicon diode has a hexagonal shape and
is 300µm thick. The individual diodes are further segmented into an
outer and an inner segment. Detectors B and C utilize only the inner
segment, while detector A is split into the outer segment A1 and the
inner segment A2. The segments of A and the B detector define the
possible view cones of the instrument. The inner view cone, defined
by the coincidence of detectors A2 and B, has an opening angle of 18°,
while the coincidence of A1 and B defines the outer view cone with
an opening angle of 30° (Zeitlin et al., 2013). Detector B is additionally
used as a trigger for particle detection, requiring at least an energy
deposit in one of the A detectors and the B detector for a particle to
be accepted.
The scintillation detectors are called D, E, and F. Detector D is
a truncated hexagonal pyramid made of Thallium-doped Cesium
Iodide (CsI(Tl)). The pyramids opening angle is selected to fully cover
the inner view cone defined by the A1-B- coincidence. Detector D
is intended to supply a measurement of the total particle energy for
proton and alpha particles of up to 95MeV nuc−1. Due to its high
density, it is also sensitive to gamma rays.
Detector E is made of a tissue-equivalent plastic called BC-432m. Its
intended use is as a neutron channel for the detector. However, high-
energy particles will also deposit energy in the E detector. It has an
extruded hexagonal shape with the same width as the base of the D
detector. It should be noted that particle trajectories within the A1-B-
coincidence are not fully covered by detector E, but trajectories within
the narrower A2-B- coincidence will be fully covered by it.
The scintillator wrapped around the side and bottom of the D and
E detector is called the F detector. It is composed of BC-432m as well.
It is used as an anti-coincidence shield to veto particles entering the
detector stack from below. It is not intended to be used for particle
energy measurements.
RAD provides several different direct data products, among others
dosimetry and Pulse Height Analysis (PHA) data. Dosimetry data is
provided by detectors B and E each. They are used omnidirectionally
for dosimetry data, measuring any particle depositing energy in one
of the detectors with no other coincidence requirements.
The data product used most frequently in this work is PHA data.
It lists the energy deposit in each individual detector generated by
each individual particle event. Different coincidence requirements are
used to generate PHA data. Of particular note are penetrating particles,
which require that energy be deposited in each detector, from A2 to F.
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Figure 2.2: Drawing showing the nomenclature of detectors in the RAD
Sensor Head (RSH). Accepted particle trajectories are shown in
green, rejected trajectories are shown in red. Taken from Hassler
et al. (2012).
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T H E M A RT I A N E N V I R O N M E N T
The Martian surface is an interesting place to study because it is, in
some ways, the planetary surface with conditions closest to those on
the surface of Earth. With liquid water and higher atmospheric pres-
sures thought to once exist on the surface of Mars, the conditions may
even have been similar to those on Earth. However, the environment
today shows some major differences, which will be highlighted and
discussed in this chapter.
Some major differences include Mars’ extreme aridity, its thin at-
mosphere composed almost exclusively of Carbon dioxide (CO2), and
its lack of a global magnetic field. This work concerns itself only
with Gale crater, the region in which the Curiosity rover is currently
operating. The observations, as of the writing of this thesis, cover the
time range from 2012 to 2017.
First, the Martian radiation environment will be discussed, followed
by a discussion of atmospheric conditions. Models used in this work
and the data obtained from them will be presented.
3.1 the martian radiation environment
In this work, the term Martian radiation environment is taken to mean
the environment of ionizing radiation that is present on Mars. This
environment starts at the top of the atmosphere, reaching down to
ground level and into the soil. It is made of primary particles enter-
ing the top of the atmosphere and the secondary particle cascades
produced by these particles in the Martian atmosphere and soil. The
source of the primary particles is the interplanetary radiation environ-
ment, i. e., the environment outside of the influence of any planetary
or other bodies.
The interplanetary radiation environment, or, in short, the helio-
sphere, is filled with particles from different sources. Following Pot-
gieter (2010), cosmic rays with energies from 1MeV nuc−1 up to
1× 1015MeV nuc−1 can be classified as belonging to one of four
different populations:
• Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs), which originate from supernovae
and Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) injecting the particles into
the interstellar medium at velocities near the speed of light,
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corresponding to energies above several 100MeV nuc−1 (e. g.,
Gaisser (1990), Berezhko (2008), Rieger and Mannheim (2000),
and Osmanov, Rogava, and Bodo (2007)). The GCR particles con-
sist of 98% atomic nuclei, with most being Hydrogen, followed
by Helium and other heavy elements (e. g., Gaisser (1990)), and
2% electrons.
• Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) are periodic events occurring on
the surface of the Sun, which inject particles into the heliosphere.
The sources are solar flares, Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) or
shocks. The particles are mainly protons (e. g., Meyer (1985)
and Mewaldt et al. (2012)) with energies ranging from about
1 keV nuc−1 up to about 1GeV nuc−1. It should be noted that
the energy spectrum of SEPs can be highly variable between
different events.
• Anomalous Cosmic Rays (ACRs), which, according to Potgieter
(2010), are widely assumed to be Pick-Up Ions (PUIs) that have
been accelerated back into the heliosphere at the termination
shock, although other acceleration mechanisms have been pro-
posed, e. g., by Drake et al. (2010). Their energies range from
5MeV nuc−1 to 100MeV nuc−1.
• Jovian electrons are electrons accelerated up to 30MeV inside
Jupiter’s magnetosphere.
Still following Potgieter (2010), there are three factors protecting the
Earth from incoming ionizing radiation. First, dynamic processes in
the heliosphere and the Heliospheric Magnetic Field (HMF) modulate
incoming GCR particle fluxes. Second, the Earth itself has a global
magnetic field which is able to shield incoming particles. Third, Earth’s
atmosphere attenuates particle fluxes, e. g., by absorbing incoming
GCR particles’ energies .
The situation on Mars regarding the protection against ionizing
radiation is very different. Heliospheric shielding is, of course, mostly
identical to the situation on Earth. However, Mars lacks the global
magnetic field that Earth has (Jacobs, 1979). As discussed by, e. g.,
Purucker et al. (2000) and Connerney et al. (2001), Mars has a strongly
localized magnetic field, shown in Fig. 3.1 from Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS) measurements. Notably, the location of Gale crater shows no
relevant magnetic field. Since this work discusses only the situation
as observed by the Curiosity rover inside Gale crater, the magnetic
field will be assumed to not be present in any case. Also, the Martian
atmosphere has a much lower column density than that of Earth,
leading to a worse shielding of incoming particle fluxes on Mars.
Even though the Martian surface is less shielded than the surface of
the Earth, protons still need an energy of 150MeV nuc−1 to reach the
surface from the top of the atmosphere. Typically, only a small fraction
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Figure 3.1: Map showing the radial magnetic field Br on Mars from mea-
surements performed by the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) mission.
The location of Gale Crater is marked by a white circle. Modified
from Connerney et al. (2001).
of the particles emitted as SEPs have sufficient energies. SEPs events
producing particles that reach the surface are also called Ground-Level
Events (GLEs).
Most of the radiation environment on the Martian surface is pro-
duced by GCRs. In order to simulate the influence of GCR particles on
the Martian radiation environment, the Badhwar-O’Neill 2010 (BO10)
model is used. The model is described in O’Neill (2010). It is
based on measurements made by, e. g., Advanced Composition Ex-
plorer (ACE)/Cosmic Ray Isotope Spectrometer (CRIS), Balloon-borne
Experiment with Superconducting Spectrometer (BESS), High Energy
Astronomy Observatory (HEAO) as well as other satellite and balloon
measurements. The energy spectra are computed using the spherically
symmetric Fokker-Planck equation to propagate the interplanetary
GCR spectra according to diffusion, convection, and adiabatic decel-
eration. The outer boundary is described by the Local Interstellar
Spectrum (LIS) at a distance of approximately 100 au. The Fokker-
Planck equation uses a single parameter, Φ. This parameter describes
the attenuation of the LIS by the current state of heliosphere. Φ carries
units of Volt. A larger value of Φ leads to a lower GCR flux, since
more energy is required for particles to penetrate from the LIS into the
heliosphere. The BO10 model uses the sunspot number to compute
the value of Φ. This has the advantage of being able to produce
spectra for GCR particle fluxes for time periods outside of the data the
BO10 model is based on, whereas spacecraft data may not be available.
However, the calculation of Φ in the model has been calibrated against
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Φ values as measured where spacecraft data overlap the sunspot
measurements— i. e., Interplanetary Monitoring Platform - 8 (IMP-8)
from 1974 to 1997 and ACE from 1997 to present. The spectra for GCR
elements ranging from Z = 1 (Hydrogen) to Z = 94 (Plutonium) are
available for all relevant values of Φ. For elements with virtually zero
GCR flux (Z > 29), the BO10 scales the energy spectra for Silicon by
relative abundance.
Since the modulation of the GCR is mostly due to the state of the
heliospheric magnetic field, the modulation follows what is known as
the solar cycle. This is a variation of the heliospheric magnetic field
on a timescale of 11 years, overlaid by a 22 year cycle. These cycles
are due to variations in the solar magnetic field, which switches its
polarity each 11 years. According to Potgieter (2010), the 11 year cycle
is the most important variability in the GCR flux, followed by the 22
year cycle, and other variabilities stated as being below 1%.
In addition to the modulation by the global state of the heliosphere
as described above, GCR particles are also influenced by local dis-
turbances. These are mostly local enhancements of the heliospheric
magnetic field, e. g., by a Co-rotating Interaction Region (CIR), or by a
CME producing a short-term decrease in GCR flux known as a Forbush
decrease (Forbush, 1938).
3.2 the martian atmosphere and soil
The Martian atmosphere is, in total, of much lower density than that
of Earth. In addition, the pronounced differences in local height
and ongoing dynamic processes in the atmosphere lead to a local
ground pressure that is highly variable in both time and location. As
mentioned before, the discussion in this section will be limited to the
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) landing site, Gale crater.
In general, the Martian atmosphere is composed of about 95%
CO2, 2% Argon and 2% Nitrogen (e. g., Owen et al. (1977), Nier and
Mcelroy (1977) or more recently Mahaffy et al. (2013)). The atmosphere
has a scale height, which is the height at which the pressure drops
by a factor of e, of approximately 10 km. It reaches up to a height of
200 km, at which point the exosphere begins.
Due to the large variations in local ground altitude, the ground-level
pressure on the Martian surface is vastly different depending on the
location. E. g., the highest point of the Martian surface, Olympus
Mons, has an altitude of 21.2 km, while the lowest point, Hellas Basin,
has an altitude of −7.2 km. Inside Gale crater, where the Curiosity
rover is operating, ground-level pressure is approximately 800 Pa
(Gómez-Elvira et al., 2014).
The Martian atmosphere is highly variable over time. Mars un-
dergoes pronounced seasons as well as diurnal changes (Hess et al.
(1980), McCleese et al. (2010)). The diurnal pressure cycle is driven
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by illumination and has been described by, e. g., Rafkin et al. (2014).
The main absorber of energy in the Martian atmosphere is the dust
suspended in it. Under incoming solar illumination, the dust absorbs
energy, leading to a heating of the atmosphere. This, in turn, leads to
an expansion of the atmosphere column, bringing column mass den-
sity and thus pressure down. At night, the process reverses, leading to
a diurnal cycle. This cycle leads to a variation of pressure on the order
of 10% inside Gale crater. It is worth noting that the diurnal pressure
effect inside Gale crater (Gómez-Elvira et al., 2014) is enhanced when
compared to earlier measurements made by the Viking landers (Hess
et al., 1980).
The seasonal variations are driven by CO2 evaporating from one
polar cap and condensing onto the opposing polar cap. This seasonal
cycle has often been observed, e. g., by Viking as described by Hess
et al. (1980). A time series showing an exemplary view of the seasonal
variation during one Mars year is shown in the upper panel of Figure
3.2, with the per-sol amplitude of the diurnal variation shown in the
lower panel. A time series of the diurnal variation for four sols during
the MSL mission is shown in Figure 3.3.
One feature of the Martian climate that has no Earth analogue are
global dust storms. In a global dust storm, much of the Martian
surface is covered by dust suspended in the atmospheric column.
These storms are known to occur during summer on the southern
hemisphere. The mechanism by which such a dust storm is generated
is complex and not yet fully understood. Factors leading to the
formation of a global dust storm are examined in, e. g., Leovy, Zurek,
and Pollack (1973), Leovy and Zurek (1979), and Zurek (1981) using
observation data, or in, e. g., Haberle, Leovy, and Pollack (1982) and
Wilson and Hamilton (1996) using simulations.
Generally, the conditions necessary for a global dust storm appear
to only occur at perihelion. During that period, solar radiation is
raised by 40% compared to the aphelion. Leovy, Zurek, and Pollack
(1973) suggest that the diurnal winds are not sufficient to raise dust,
strong axially symmetric wind systems are needed for saltation. These
wind systems can be initiated by strong temperature gradients at
the edge of the southern polar cap during spring in the southern
hemisphere. Combined with strong mass outflow due to sublimating
CO2 ice and katabatic winds from the polar cap, enough dust can be
raised to first form a local dust storm. Other authors, e. g., Wang
(2005), note that not all dust storms appear to originate from the polar
region, and instead suggest that baroclinic instabilities at the edges of
the polar vortex, as opposed to the mass transport of CO2, generate
the strong winds necessary to induce saltation. As a summary, the
mechanisms by which a local dust storm evolves into a global one is
poorly understood and still actively discussed today (Fenton, Geissler,
and Haberle, 2007). It is likely to be a runaway effect, in which the
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Figure 3.2: View of seasonal pressure variations (upper panel) and the am-
plitude of diurnal variations (lower panel) on the Martian surface.
The data shown is from the missions Viking Lander 1 (VL1) and
Viking Lander 2 (VL2), Mars PathFinder (MPF), Phoenix (PHX) and
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL). Figure taken from Martínez et al.
(2017).
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Figure 3.3: View of diurnal pressure variations observed by the Rover En-
vironmental Monitoring Station (REMS) instrument onboard the
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover Curiosity. The figure shows
data from three consecutive sols starting from sol 22. Figure taken
from Rafkin et al. (2014).
increased absorption of solar radiation leads to higher atmospheric
temperatures in the storm region, increasing the saltation of dust
from the Martian surface until the storm has grown to global size.
For the purpose of the work presented herein, the key aspect is that
global dust storms occur with some regularity every few Mars years,
although given the current understanding, their formation is not yet
predictable.
A global dust storm has severe and lasting consequences for the
Martian climate. Due to the visual opacity of the individual dust
grains, the main absorber of solar radiation is the large volume of dust
suspended in the atmosphere. This leads to a raise in atmospheric
temperature and pressure in the atmosphere layers in which the dust is
suspended, with a corresponding lower surface temperature due to the
visual opacity and absorption of solar radiation in higher atmosphere
layers. In Gurwell et al. (2005), the surface temperature is stated to
drop by 20K during the 2001 global dust storm. At the same time, the
atmospheric temperature at mid altitudes rise by up to 30K, while
near-surface temperatures in the atmosphere remain unchanged. In
contrast to a general description of the global effects, the individual
effects of a global dust storm on the atmosphere column above a
specific location on the Martian surface is hard to predict. Generally,
a detailed knowledge of the three-dimensional dust distribution for
a specific dust storm under investigation is needed to determine its
local effects. It should be noted that the data in the Mars Climate
Database (MCD) by itself is not sufficient to produce such a local
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atmospheric profile. For that, an atmospheric simulation using the
specific dust distribution needs to be performed, e. g., the General
Circulation Model (GCM) used to produce the data stored in the MCD.
After a global dust storm has passed, surface albedo is locally
increased due to deposition of light dust particles on the surface
(Fenton, Geissler, and Haberle (2007), Leovy, Zurek, and Pollack
(1973)). This albedo change influences Martian climate and weather,
leading to colder surface temperatures in the areas with increased
albedo. Globally, the albedo changes lead to an increase of surface
temperature by about 0.65K.
For the purpose of modeling particle transport within the Martian
atmosphere, an altitude profile of its composition and density is
needed. Here, a model of atmospheric conditions is used. While there
are measurements available, those are by nature limited to the places
and times when landers operated on the Martian surface. Also, while
measured profiles of the atmosphere exist, those are only available
when and where landers obtained measurements during their descent
through the atmospheric column. Using a model allows for more
flexibility in choosing location and time of the simulation and easier
access to all relevant data. There are several models of the Martian
atmosphere available, e. g., Mars-GRAM 2000 (Justus, James, and
Bougher, 2002) and MCD (Lewis et al., 1999). Here, MCD version 5.0 is
used. The reasons for this are twofold: First, the model is freely and
easily available. Secondly, the model contains detailed data for a vast
range of atmospheric conditions.
From a technical point of view, MCD is a database of climatological
model run results. Model runs are validated by various available
observations, made among others by MGS, Mars Odyssey, Mars Re-
connaissance Orbiter (MRO), and the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs).
The database can provide an atmosphere model for different solar
and atmospheric conditions. There are four different atmospheric
conditions available in the database (Forget, Millour, and Lewis, 2012):
• Cold atmospheric conditions, based on the minimal observed
dust opacity during Mars years 24-30.
• Warm atmospheric conditions, based on the maximal observed
dust opacity during Mars years 24-30, except during global dust
storms.
• "Climatology" atmospheric conditions, based on observations
during Mars years 24, 26, 27, 29 and 30. These are years without
global dust storms. This data set shows temporal and local
variations in atmospheric dust distribution.
• Dust storm atmospheric conditions, with the dust opacity fixed
at τ = 5. This represents an extreme global dust storm.
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Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 SO3 K2O CaO TiO2 Fe2O3
1.5% 7.7% 8.1% 46.8% 6.0% 0.2% 6.2% 1.1% 18.8%
Table 3.1: Abundances of compounds in the Martian soil as measured by the
Sojourner rover (Rieder (1997), McSween et al. (1999) and Bell et al.
(2000)).
Here, a Mars year is defined as one Martian sidereal year, from the
time Mars has a solar longitude of Ls = 0° to the time it has completed
one full orbit around the Sun, corresponding to Ls = 360°. As is
commonly done, Mars year 1 is defined as starting with the incidence
of Ls = 0° on the 11th of April, 1955 (Clancy et al., 2000). Atmospheric
heating above an altitude of 120 km depends on the influx of solar
extreme Ultra- Violet (eUV) radiation (Forget, Millour, and Lewis,
2012). The MCD database provides data for three different solar eUV
conditions:
• solar minimum,
• solar maximum, and
• solar average.
In the following, the combination of atmosphere and solar conditions
will be called a scenario. If not otherwise noted, the scenario used
represents the "climatology" atmospheric conditions with solar average
eUV influx.
An atmosphere profile for particle transport modeling is obtained
by reading out atmospheric composition and density from the Martian
surface up to an altitude of 250 km, which is the maximum altitude
covered by the MCD database. The values are requested specifying the
location, time and scenario.
The last component of the Martian environment described here is
the Martian soil. This work follows the parameters suggested in the
Planetocosmics application used here for simulating particle trans-
port within the Martian atmosphere (Desorgher, L.; Flückiger, E. O.;
Gurtner, 2006). Planetocosmics uses composition and density data
measured by the Alpha-Particle X-ray Spectrometer (APXS) instrument
on the Sojourner rover landed on Mars by the Pathfinder mission.
These are the default values used by the Planetocosmics application
(Desorgher, 2005). The mission, as described in Rieder (1997), Mc-
Sween et al. (1999) and Bell et al. (2000), found a mass density of
1.7 g cm−3 for the Martian soil, with a composition as given in Ta-
ble 3.1. The major component is Silicon dioxide, with Iron oxide
accounting for the characteristic red color of the Martian soil.
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S I M U L AT I O N O F I O N I Z I N G R A D I AT I O N
One of the scientific goals of the Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD)
instrument is the validation of particle transport codes, and the work
presented in this thesis aims to contribute to that process. Multiple
simulations have been performed for this, including ones for situations
observed during the cruise phase of the Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL) mission and on the Martian surface, as described in Chapter 6.
Another aspect is the prediction of situations that have not occurred
during the MSL mission to date, e. g., simulations of the influence
of global dust storms on the Martian radiation environment. These
simulations are described in Chapter 5. The particle transport codes
and programs used in these simulations are described in the following.
In general, one of two different approaches are mainly used in order
to simulate the transport of ionizing particles in matter. The first
approach is a deterministic code, the other one is a Monte Carlo code.
As an example for a deterministic code, the properties of the High-
Charge and Energy Transport (HZETRN) code are described (Wilson
et al., 1995). As described therein, the code solves the Boltzmann trans-
port equation for the particles transported using a one-directional
and one-dimensional approximation. More modern versions include
improvements in those approximations, e. g., including bidirectional
neutron transport (Wilson et al., 2014). The primary interaction with
particles in a material is with the electrons of the atoms making up the
material. The direct interaction of nuclei is relatively infrequent com-
pared to the interaction with the electrons. However, those interactions
cannot be neglected due to the high amount of energy transferred in
them, thus they have to be considered. Additional approximations are
made in HZETRN, e. g., neglecting the fragmentation of target nuclei
and taking the angular distribution in a space radiation environments
as isotropic.
A particle transport code using the Monte Carlo method employs
a stochastic approach to model the transport of particles. The initial
spatial, angular and energy distributions of the particles are given by
the user and randomly sampled by the transportation code to generate
the primary particles. Then, each particle is transported through the
simulation geometry. During that transportation, physical processes
acting on the particle are executed according to their probability, i. e.,
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the mean free path length of the particle in the given density and
composition of its surrounding material.
In general, a deterministic code that solves transport equations
instead of tracking individual particles is faster to calculate. However,
the code has to rely on some assumptions and approximations for
its modeling. A Monte Carlo code is generally much slower due
to the large number of primary particles needed to be calculated in
order to obtain a statistically sound sampling of the primary particle
spectra. Since a Monte Carlo code generally tries to directly model the
interaction processes between the particles and the target materials,
it is in principle only limited by the knowledge of these interaction
processes and their cross sections. It can thus be considered a more
direct modeling approach.
The following two sections explain the Geant4 Monte Carlo simula-
tion code (Section 4.1) and the Planetocosmics application (Section 4.2)
used extensively throughout this work in some detail.
4.1 the geant4 simulation code
The Monte Carlo code used in this work is the Geometry and Track-
ing version 4 (Geant4) code developed at European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN). It is a flexible, all-purpose particle trans-
port code. Geant4 is widely employed, e. g., for the modeling of CERN
instruments (e. g., Prokopovich et al. (2010)), for dosimetry simula-
tions in radiation therapy (e. g., Spiga et al. (2007)) and, of course,
for particle transport simulations in planetary and space physics and
instrumentation (e. g., Köhler et al. (2011)). In particular, the modeling
of particle transport within a planetary atmosphere is provided by the
Planetocosmics application described in section 4.2.
In the following, a general overview of the principles of Geant4 is
given in order to explain features and terms used throughout this
work. The explanation closely follows Agostinelli et al. (2003). For
more in-depth explanations, the reader is referred to the original
publication.
As suggested by the name, the process of particle transport mod-
eling using the Geant4 code consists of three distinct parts: Geometry,
transportation and tracking.
The term geometry is used here to describe the layout and properties
of volumes, representing physical objects, in the simulation. Each
object is defined by its shape and a material of arbitrary chemical
composition and density. The shape is constructed either from various
primitive shapes using boolean operations, or by reading a Computer
Aided Design (CAD) file. The simulation geometry can be arbitrarily
complex, in practice the only limit is the memory available on the
machine executing the simulation.
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The process of moving the particle through the simulation geometry
while executing the different physical processes is called transporta-
tion. The particle is moved in small, discrete steps. When choosing
the length of each step, Geant4 chooses the minimum length of the
following:
• The mean free path of the particle being transported as described
by the various physical processes available.
• The distance to the nearest geometrical boundary on the particles’
path.
• The maximum step length set by the user for the particle being
transported.
At the end of each step, the post-step action for the particle is executed.
If the step is limited by a physical process, i. e., the first possibility
listed above, the model describing that process is executed on the
particle.
Tracking is the process of providing information on particle inter-
actions and energy deposits along the track of the particle within the
simulation geometry. In particular, the tracking process also gives
the amount of energy deposited in the sensitive detectors hit by the
particle along its track, if any.
The physical processes that are available for a given particle are
selected by the user. In Geant4, the list of processes that can act on
particles is called a physics list. It is possible to either construct
a completely custom physics list, or to use or modify a list that
has been pre-constructed by the Geant4 software authors. A physical
process can act on a particle in one of three distinct phases. For
particles that are at rest, nuclear decay processes can be executed.
For moving particles, processes can be executed along the length
of the step made by the particle. This is used for processes that
continuously modify the particles energy, e. g., for Cherenkov radiation
and Bremsstrahlung. The last class of processes are the post-step
processes executed at the end of one particle propagation step for
moving particles. Possible processes for this are particle-particle
interactions, production of secondary particles or a particle decay. The
pre-constructed physics lists are organized by the different classes of
physical interactions between particles, e. g., electromagnetic, hadronic
or optical interactions. For the simulations in this work, only the
electromagnetic and hadronic interactions have been used. Optical
interactions have been omitted since they only apply to photons with
wavelengths in the optical range, far larger than those produced by
Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) particle interactions.
The models used to represent the processes in a given physics list
belong to one of three categories:
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• Data driven models use measured particle interaction data to
compute the outcome of a given interaction. They are considered
to be the best approach in modeling, although they depend
on sufficient data being available for accurately describing the
physical process being modeled.
• Parameterized models are extrapolations of measured particle
interaction data. They can be used to either extend the range of
the data or to interpolate between insufficient data points.
• Theory-based models use purely theoretical predictions or de-
scriptions of interaction processes for interactions or energies
where measurements are insufficient or non-existent.
4.2 the planetocosmics application
Planetocosmics is a Geant4 application developed at the University
of Bern under an European Space Agency (ESA) contract. Originally
based on Geant4 version 8.3, this work uses a Planetocosmics version
which has been updated to use the more up-to-date Geant4 version
9.6.p02. The updated version has been provided by D. Matthiä (e. g.,
Matthiä et al. (2016)). The features of Planetocosmics have been
explained in Desorgher, L.; Flückiger, E. O.; Gurtner (2006) and
especially in Desorgher (2005).
The Planetocosmics application aims to simplify several aspects
of simulating the radiation environments on planetary surfaces and
inside planetary magnetospheres. Namely, it automatically generates
a geometry model for Geant4 based on an atmosphere and a soil model,
it sets up generation of primary particles based on a user-provided
input spectrum, and it automates the generation of particle energy
spectra at user-defined altitudes both in the atmosphere and the soil. It
also allows various studies related to planetary magnetospheres, such
as a simulation of cutoff rigidity. However, since Mars has no global
magnetic field and the local field inside Gale crater is negligible for
particles relevant to the work presented here, as has been discussed in
Section 3.1, this is not of importance for the present work.
Planetocosmics, as used for the studies presented here, needs to be
provided with two different sets of input data. First, it needs a density
and composition profile of the Martian atmosphere. Secondly, it needs
an energy spectrum of the primary GCR radiation as present on top of
the Martian atmosphere.
The model of the Martian atmosphere is provided by the Mars
Climate Database (MCD), which has previously been described in
Section 3.2. Atmospheric density and composition is read out from
the maximum altitude available in the model, h = 250 km, down
to ground level in steps of δh = 100m. All components present in
the MCD model atmosphere are used for Planetocosmics. The dust
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composition is taken from soil composition values measured by the
Sojourner rover, which is the default value for Planetocosmics. It
has been found that the composition and density of the Martian soil
does not influence the Planetocosmics simulation results of this work.
Thus, the soil is represented by a block of SiO2 at a mass density of
ρsoil = 1.7 g cm−2 unless otherwise noted. The block has a vertical
thickness of l = 100m. This thickness is sufficient to include the
Pfotzer maximum (Dartnell et al., 2007) and thus the majority of
secondary particle production.
The primary particle energy spectra at the top of the atmosphere
are provided by the Badhwar-O’Neill 2010 (BO10) GCR model, unless
otherwise noted.
Since computation time for a given simulation run was not a con-
cern, the physics lists used were generally chosen to provide the best
possible accuracy. The electromagnetic interactions are loaded from
the emstandard_opt4 physics list. Hadronic interactions are provided
by the QGSP_BIC_HP list, with ion hadronic interactions provided by
the Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System (PHITS) model (Niita
et al., 2006). PHITS is an external Quantum Molecular Dynamics (QMD)
model integrated into the application. Additionally, options enabling
nuclear electromagnetic and muon interactions as well as synchrotron
radiation have been enabled.
The Planetocosmics application has been validated for simulations
of the Martian environment against other particle transport models
and data taken by the RAD instrument (Matthiä et al., 2016). Gen-
erally, good agreement between the measurements and predictions
by Planetocosmics have been found. However, Matthiä et al. (2016)
investigate only dose rates and energy spectra of particles. The work
presented in this thesis addresses other aspects of the Martian radia-
tion environment, namely particle flux directionality and the influence
of atmospheric dust, and attempts to validate the simulation results
with observations made by the RAD instrument.
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M E A S U R E M E N T S
One of the most drastic changes in the Martian atmosphere is the
occurrence of global dust storms, which usually occur during summer
on the southern hemisphere. In such a storm, the amount of dust
suspended in the atmosphere is dramatically increased, leading to
changes in the temperature, density and pressure profile of the atmo-
sphere. These changes are more fully described in Section 3.2. This
chapter investigates the question of how these dramatic atmospheric
changes influence the Martian radiation environment.
The question of this influence has been addressed prior in other
works. In particular, Norman, Gronoff, and Mertens (2014) inves-
tigated this using the High-Charge and Energy Transport (HZETRN)
simulation code. Their results can be summarized as predicting no rel-
evant changes on the ground-level radiation environment. At higher
altitudes, around 100 km, they predict an increase in ionization rate.
This increase can lead to an increased absorption of electromagnetic
waves, which might lead to a degradation in space-to-ground com-
munications or radar signals through the atmosphere. The primary
energy spectra used by Norman, Gronoff, and Mertens (2014) in their
investigation are Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) spectra of hydrogen, he-
lium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon and iron. In addition, they
use several hydrogen spectra for exemplary Solar Energetic Parti-
cle (SEP) events. While the enhancements in ionization rate are more
pronounced for the SEP spectra, no ground-level changes are predicted
for any of them.
One of the scientific goals of the Radiation Assessment Detector
(RAD) instrument is the verification of particle transport codes for the
Martian environment. The work presented here aims to aid in this goal
by comparing simulations of the surface radiation environment on
Mars during a global dust storm with observations made by the RAD
instrument during times of enhanced dust content, i. e., atmospheric
opacity. The simulations are performed using the Planetocosmics
application, which is based on the Geometry and Tracking version 4
(Geant4) code. Atmospheric data for the simulations is taken from Mars
Climate Database (MCD), and some aspects of atmospheric profiles
from a database of simulations, e. g., MCD, is discussed.
41
42 influence of global dust storms on rad measurements
This part of the thesis has been prepared as a manuscript for sub-
mission to the journal “Space Weather and Space Climate”. It has been
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ABSTRACT22
The occurrence of global dust storms is a unique feature of Mars. These storms lead to drastic23
changes in the Martian atmosphere. Here, we investigate the influence of these changes on the24
surface radiation environment through particle transport model calculations performed using the25
Planetocosmics code for Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR). We compare the results obtained from our26
calculations with measurements performed by the Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) on board27
the Curiosity rover on the Martian surface. RAD measurements were corrected for the influence of28
seasonally varying atmospheric pressure. While the models predict no significant changes during29
global dust storms, RAD measurements show a weak but significant correlation between dose rate30
and opacity. Extrapolating this trend to opacities typical of a global dust storm, the RAD measure-31
ments would indicate a significantly higher (2˜1%) dose rate during such conditions. The discrep-32
ancy between model results and measurements is not fully understood. While we could exclude the33
influence global, large-scale heliospheric modulation as the cause, the dose-rate variability caused34
by the small-scale modulation by corotating interactions regions (CIRs) may contribute to this35
apparent correlation.36
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1. Introduction37
On August 6, 2012, the NASA Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover Curiosity (Grotzinger et al.,38
2012) landed on the Martian surface. Since then, it has been operating inside Gale crater, where39
it is exploring the past and present habitability of Mars. An important part of assessing habitabil-40
ity is the knowledge of the radiation environment. Characterizing this environment is the goal of41
the Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD, Hassler et al., 2012), which was co-developed by the42
University of Kiel and the Southwest Research Institute.43
The Martian radiation environment is influenced by different factors, including the Martian at-44
mosphere itself (Rafkin et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2017). The atmosphere is a highly dynamic envi-45
ronment with changes on multiple timescales, e.g., the diurnal pressure variations, and pronounced46
seasonal changes (Hess et al., 1980). One unique feature of the Martian atmosphere is the occur-47
rence of global dust storms. These storms occur stochastically every few Mars years and influence48
the atmospheric structure, opacity and temperature in a dramatic way. In order to fully understand49
the influence of these atmospheric changes on the Martian radiation environment, it is important to50
investigate the changes expected to occur during a global dust storm. Here, we analyze a period of51
enhanced atmospheric dust content, as evidenced by a corresponding enhancement of atmospheric52
opacity in measurements made by the Curiosity Rover’s Mastcam (Martı´nez et al., 2017). We assess53
the relationship between measurements of the radiation environment on the Martian surface and the54
atmospheric opacity measured at Gale Crater over a time frame of 1000 sols and found a moderate55
and positive correlation between the opacity, which is enhanced during a global dust storm, and the56
dose rate measured on the surface. This is however not predicted by the modeled results and would57
require further investigations. One possible explanation is the strong systematic variability of mea-58
sured dose rates during the time period of enhanced opacity which is very likely due to small-scale59
heliospheric modulation by corotating intereaction regions (CIRs) in the solar wind.60
2. Atmosphere and Particle Transport Models61
The Martian atmosphere is, in general, composed of about 95 % Carbon dioxide, 2 % Argon and62
2 % Nitrogen (e.g., Owen et al. (1977), Nier and Mcelroy (1977), Mahaffy et al. (2013)). It is63
significantly less dense than Earth’s atmosphere. Due to the extremely variable topography of Mars,64
ground-level atmospheric pressure is also highly variable. Inside Gale crater, where the Curiosity65
rover is operating at an altitude of approximately -4.4 km compared to the Mars Orbiter Laser66
Altimeter (MOLA) datum, ground-level pressure has been measured in a range between 750 Pa and67
950 Pa (Go´mez-Elvira et al., 2014) over a Martian year.68
Global dust storms are only known to occur at perihelion, which occurs in the southern hemi-69
sphere spring. The exact set of conditions necessary for the formation of a global dust storm is not70
completely understood. Leovy et al. (1973) suggest that strong katabatic winds from the southern71
polar cap are needed, together with the global mass transport of carbon dioxide, which evaporates72
from the southern polar cap and recondenses onto the northern polar cap. This combination can first73
generate a local dust storm, which then can escalate to a global storm. Other research, e.g., Wang74
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(2005), suggests that not all storms originate from the polar region, and that baroclinic instabilities75
at the edges of the polar vortex, not the carbon dioxide mass transport, generate the strong winds76
that lift the dust. For the purpose of this study, the important aspect is that Martian global dust77
storms are known to occur somewhat regularly, although not predictably, every few Mars years.78
During a global dust storm, the Martian atmosphere changes significantly. Dust is lifted to and79
suspended up to altitudes of between 50 km and 150 km. Visually, this dramatically increases the80
opacity, almost completely obscuring the Martian surface as seen from space. Dust is the main81
absorber of solar radiation in the Martian atmosphere, thus leading to increased heating in the82
layers to which the dust has been lifted (Gurwell et al., 2005).83
The response of the Martian atmosphere to the increased radiative heating from dust is complex.84
Generally, the heating leads to atmospheric expansion in the upper layers. At the same time, the85
dust enhancement leads to a shadowing of the surface, which lowers surface temperatures. As a86
result of these effects, the atmospheric column is perturbed by the global dust storm in both vertical87
and horizontal directions. The resulting effect on surface atmospheric pressure and atmospheric88
column mass at a given location depends on the precise dust structure of the storm in both the89
horizontal and vertical, as well as additional factors, e.g., local topography. Detailed studies of the90
effect of global dust storms on surface meteorology have been performed for the Viking Lander 191
and 2 observations by, e.g., Leovy and Zurek (1979); Zurek (1981), and using simulations by, e.g.,92
Haberle et al. (1982); Wilson and Hamilton (1996).93
A detailed study of radiation transport depends on a reasonably detailed knowledge of the three-94
dimensional distribution of dust in the atmosphere for any given storm under study, because that95
dust is know to cause perturbations in the atmospheric column mass. Here, we attempt a general96
study of the influence of a global dust storm on the Martian surface radiation environment. We use97
the Mars Climate Database (MCD) (Forget et al., 2006) as a source of generalized atmospheric98
conditions during a global dust storm. The MCD is a database of climate model results for a wide99
variety of conditions. The results cover the Martian globe during the full annual cycle and for a100
set of various dust conditions. Some of those conditions, including the ones modeling the average101
Martian atmosphere, are based on observations made by various probes. Others are based on arti-102
ficial conditions. In particular, the global dust storm scenario is modeled using an artificially fixed103
opacity of τ = 5 for the seasons during which a global dust storm is known to occur. While such104
a model gives a reasonable general overview of the atmospheric conditions during a global dust105
storm, we emphasize that it is not a representation of the atmospheric column above a particular106
location on the Martian surface during a particular global dust storm. The particle transport simu-107
lations we perform here are sensitive in particular to the surface pressure, which in turn is sensitive108
to the exact horizontal and vertical distribution of dust during any particular storm. Simulations of109
atmospheric conditions using an artificially fixed opacity tend to not reproduce surface atmospheric110
pressure well when compared to a particular global dust storm.111
We show Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) altitude versus atmospheric temperature, pres-112
sure, density, shielding depth and composition, as derived from the MCD, in Fig. 1, both during113
a global dust storm and under non-storm conditions. We will call any such representation of alti-114
tude vs. some other value a profile. E.g., altitude plotted vs. atmospheric pressure will be called an115
atmospheric pressure profile.116
In order to model the transport of particles through the Martian atmosphere, a profile of its density117
and composition as a function of atmospheric depth, or altitude, is needed. For an assessment of the118
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the three atmospheric profiles used in this work. The first two rows show an
overview of temperature, pressure, density and shielding depth profiles. The bottom row shows a
profile for the three major atmospheric gases in the right frame and SiO2 as representative for dust
content in the left frame for the three model scenarios.
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influence of global dust storms, profiles are needed for conditions both during a global dust storm119
and under normal conditions. Here, we use the MCD version 5.0 (Forget et al., 2006) to obtain120
those profiles. All profiles are read out for altitudes above the local surface of between 250 km to 0121
km in steps of 100 m. We consistently used the position of Gale crater (latitude 4.49◦ S, longitude122
137.42◦ E, see Grotzinger et al. (2012)) to read out the profiles in order to allow later comparisons123
with RAD measurements. The other MCD readout parameters are left to their default settings,124
with the exception of enabling high-resolution MOLA topography, and including both small and125
large scale perturbations in the atmosphere. It is noted that the LMD General Circulation Model126
lacks the spatial resolution to capture the topographic relief of Gale Crater and the strong diurnal127
amplification of the diurnal pressure signal (e.g., Richardson and Newman (2018)).128
We use the Planetocosmics application (Desorgher, L.; Flu¨ckiger, E. O.; Gurtner, 2006) to cal-129
culate particle transport through the atmospheric column. Planetocosmics is a Monte Carlo model130
based on the Geometry And Tracking (Geant) code developed at CERN (Agostinelli et al., 2003).131
In order to support more up-to-date particle interaction models, the Planetocosmics application132
used here has been updated to use Geant version 4.9.6. For modeling electromagnetic interac-133
tions, the emstandard opt4 physics list is used. Models for hadronic interactions are taken from134
the QGSP BIC HP physics list. The ion hadronic interactions are calculated using the Particle and135
Heavy Ions Transport code System (PHITS) (Niita et al., 2006), which has been integrated into136
Planetocosmics, replacing the respective ion hadronic processes.137
3. Dose Rate Measurements Using the RAD Instrument138
RAD is a compact instrument designed to characterize the Martian radiation environment. It has139
been fully described in Hassler et al. (2012). Here, we focus on describing the features used in this140
investigation.141
The instrument consists of a stack of three silicon Solid State Detectors (SSD), which are called142
detectors A, B and C. Detector D is a truncated hexagonal pyramid of thallium- doped Cesium143
Iodide (CsI(Tl)). Detectors E and F are made of Bicron BC-432m plastic scintillator material, which144
has a density similar to biological tissue. Detector F is used as an anti-coincidence detector. For this145
investigation, we focus on the RAD dosimetry measurements in detector E. Detectors A through C146
are sensitive to charged particles, while detectors D and E are sensitive to both charged and neutral147
particles. RAD offers dosimetry measurements using detectors B and E. By using the measurement148
provided by detector E, we gain a more complete measurement of dose rate by including both149
charged an neutral particles.150
4. Model Setup151
While we use a set of input data for the model that allow an approximation of the radiation environ-152
ment as measured on the surface by the RAD instrument, an exact calculation of RAD-measured153
dose rates is challenging due to the instrument-specific properties and the complex shielding geome-154
try of the rover body. Therefore, we focus on the relative changes between the different atmospheric155
scenarios modeled in this study.156
We model the radiation transport under three different atmospheric conditions, described in157
Forget et al. (2006). First, we use the “quiet” scenario provided by MCD. This is a baseline dust158
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scenario depicting long-term average conditions. The second scenario we considered is the “cold”159
MCD scenario. This scenario depicts extremely clear and dust-poor conditions based on data from160
the Viking landers. The last scenario was the “dust” scenario, depicting a global dust storm. For this161
scenario, the MCD uses an artificially fixed atmospheric optical depth of τ = 5.162
A comparison of the three atmospheric profiles used is shown in Fig. 1. Although the figure only163
shows the three major atmospheric gases, we use the full composition including all trace gases164
made available through MCD, namely CO2, N2, Ar, CO, O, O2, O3, H, and H2. Similarly, the figure165
only shows SiO2 as a representative for dust content. In our model calculations, the full chemi-166
cal composition of dust is used, taken from the standard soil model in Planetocosmics (Desorgher,167
2005), which is based on observations made by the Pathfinder/Sojourner mission (Rieder (1997),168
McSween et al. (1999), Bell et al. (2000)). The surface atmospheric pressures in the three atmo-169
spheric profiles are Pq = 960.96 Pa, Pc = 954.50 Pa, and Pq = 998.41 Pa for the quiet, cold and170
storm scenarios, respectively.171
We use the Badhwar-O’Neill 2010 (BO10) model to calculate the Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR)172
spectra on the top of the Martian atmosphere. This is one of the standard models used for obtaining173
GCR spectra, described in detail in O’Neill (2010). The following short description summarizes the174
main points of that work.175
The model provides free space energy spectra for GCR particles, ranging from an atomic weight176
of Z = 1 to Z = 94. Here, free space energy spectrum is to be understood as the energy spectrum of177
particles outside the magnetosphere of Earth, but inside the heliosphere. The spectra are computed178
using the spherically symmetric Fokker-Planck equation, with the Local Interstellar Spectra (LIS) at179
the boundary of the heliosphere, at approximately 100 AU, as a boundary condition. The spectra are180
fitted to measurements obtained by a multitude of instruments, including all available observations181
of GCR particle energy spectra from 1955 to 2010.182
The model uses one input parameter, the solar modulation Φ. Φ is in units of magnetic rigidity,183
in volts, and was derived from the International Sunspot Number. The modulation parameter Φ is a184
depiction of solar activity, where larger values of Φ correspond to lower GCR particle fluxes. Any185
given value of Φ describes the state of the heliosphere at a given time, and can be used to derive all186
particle spectra available within the model.187
Here, we use a value of Φ = 650 MV, read out for a distance of 1 AU. We chose this value of Φ188
because it is near the average observed during the MSL mission in the time frame of this investiga-189
tion, i.e., the years 2012-2015. While the orbit of Mars has a semi-major axis of approximately 1.5190
AU, the radial gradient of the GCR flux is small, as shown by e.g. Gieseler and Heber (2016). Thus,191
we use the particle energy spectra at 1 AU for our calculations.192
We use hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon and iron as primary particles. These193
particles are selected to represent the major constituents of the GCR. All particle spectra presented194
in Fig. 2 are downward-directed particle spectra modeled with BO10, i.e., they have been integrated195
over a solid angle of 2pi.196
In addition to the primary spectra described above, we also performed model calculations using197
hydrogen and helium particle spectra for Φ values of Φ = 400 MV and Φ = 1500 MV in order to198
investigate solar solar modulation scenarios on the Martian radiation environment during a global199
dust storm.200
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Fig. 2. Primary spectra used in the model calculations. Shown are the primary GCR spectra for
hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon and iron, as generated by the Planetocosmics
application on top of the atmosphere at an altitude of 250 km above the surface.
5. Model Results201
The Planetocosmics calculations do not directly output the ionization rate. Instead, a profile of202
energy deposition vs. altitude above ground is computed. From that, the ion production rate, or203
ionization rate, P, is computed as204
P =
Q
W
(1)205
where Q is the total energy influx and W is the energy per ion pair produced. Here, we use units of206
[P] = 1cm2 s , [Q] =
eV
cm2 s and [W] = eV. If we take r, [r] =
J
kg s , as the energy deposition rate, and ρ,207 [
ρ
]
=
g
cm3 , as the mass density, then we can compute the ion production rate as208
P = 6.24 · 1015 r ρ
W
(2)209
with units of [P] = 1cm3 s . We use a value of W = 35 eV as currently accepted in aeronomy (Norman210
et al., 2014).211
We use two different depictions of dose rate, a profile of energy deposition over atmospheric212
depth, and the dose rate computed at fixed altitudes above the surface of 0 km, i.e., the Martian213
surface, and 100 km. Of these, the dose rate computed at an altitude of 0 km corresponds most214
closely to the RAD measurements, which have been aquired on the surface. The energy deposition215
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profiles are data products that are produced directly by Planetocosmics. They take into account216
any energy deposition made by any particle in the atmospheric gas at all altitudes. In addition, we217
compute the dose rate from the particle energy spectra output by Planetocosmics. The two dose rate218
depictions are not directly comparable, since they are computed for different materials. While the219
direct calculation by Planetocosmics gives the dose rate in the atmospheric gas, we compute the220
dose rates from particle spectra, which is more comparable to the dose measurement in the RAD221
plastic detector E, for tissue. In addition, the dose rate computed from particle spectra does not222
have as high a spatial, i.e., altitude, resolution as the energy deposition profiles directly produced by223
Planetocosmics. However, it allows us to select the particle types, solid angle coverages, energies,224
and target material, that are used in computing the dose rate.225
Particle energy spectra are output by Planetocosmics as a series of fluxes FN in N energy bins226
E = {E1, E2, . . . , EN}, where Fn are the particle fluxes in energy bin En. With the energy loss per227
path length dx of the particles as dEdx and ρ the mass density of the material in which the dose rate is228
computed, the dose rate is D = F
dE
dx
ρ
. With units of [F] = 1m2 s ,
[
dE
dx
]
= Jm , and
[
ρ
]
=
kg
m3 , the units of229
the dose rate become [D] = Gys .230
In general, we use the particle energy spectra for stable isotopes from Hydrogen to Iron, as well231
as electrons, positrons, pions, muons, neutrons, and gamma rays, to compute the dose rate. Each232
particle is described by a set of upward and downward directed energy spectra, covering a solid233
angle of 2pi per downward and upward spectrum, respectively. We use both spectra for each particle234
species, resulting in a dose rate computed for the full solid angle of 4pi.235
All dose rates were computed for particle energies between 1 MeVnuc and 10
GeV
nuc (Guo et al., 2018).236
We derived the values of dEdx from Geant4 calculations performed for particles in the respective237
target material. All dose rates reported by us in this investigation for altitudes of 0 km and 100238
km were computed in tissue, as defined by the Geant4 material G4 TISSUE SOFT ICRP. This is in239
contrast to the Planetocosmics-produced atmospheric dose rate profiles, which are computed in the240
atmospheric mixture for each altitude contained within the profile.241
We show the ground-level spectra of downward particle flux in Fig. 3 for all three atmospheric242
conditions. Note that there is no change in particle spectra depending on the atmosphere condition243
observable for the particles shown and evaluated here, with the particle flux varying by less than244
2% betweeen both the quiet and the storm as well as the cold and the storm scenarios. We show the245
energy deposition profiles computed for the GCR scenario in Fig. 4. The topmost chart in Fig. 4246
shows the atmospheric dose rate profile. The dose rate shows a maximum at an altitude around 25247
km for all atmospheric scenarios. The global dust storm scenario shows a slightly enhanced dose248
rate for altitudes between 50 km and 80 km. The ground-level dose rate remains unchanged between249
the three atmospheric scenarios considered here.250
The ionization rate is shown in the lower chart of Fig. 4. The quiet and cold atmosphere scenarios251
show no discernible graphical variation between each other, however, the global dust storm scenario252
shows a higher ionization rate between altitudes of 50 km to 100 km. This change is driven by the253
changes in atmospheric density, shown in the top of Fig. 1. Due to higher dust loading at these254
altitudes, temperature and density are increased when compared to the non-storm scenarios. Since255
the ionization rate depends on the atmospheric density, the changes in density drive the changes in256
ionization rate.257
We show the influence of different solar modulation scenarios in Fig. 5 and Tab. 1.258
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Table 1. Ground-level dose rates for different solar modulation conditions and atmospheric dust
scenarios. Dose rates have been computed for particle energies between 1 MeVnuc and 10
GeV
nuc .
Φ/MV quiet / µGy/day cold / µGy/day storm / µGy/day
400 1.34·10+02 1.34·10+02 1.33·10+02
650 1.10·10+02 1.10·10+02 1.10·10+02
1500 3.96·10+01 3.97·10+01 3.95·10+01
surface pressure / Pa 960.96 954.50 998.41
Table 2. GCR induced dose and ionization rates for all three atmosphere scenarios at an altitude of
0 km, meaning ground level at Gale crater, and 100 km. The rates have been computed for particle
energies between 1 MeVnuc and 10
GeV
nuc .
dose rates / µGy/day
quiet cold storm
100 km 1.05·102 1.05·102 1.05·102
0 km 1.00·102 1.00·102 9.93·101
ionization rates / 1/cm3
quiet cold storm
100 km 5.56·10−5 5.39·10−5 1.78·10−4
0 km 3.27·10+0 3.25·10+0 3.39·10+0
Surface pressure / Pa
quiet cold storm
0 km 960.96 954.50 998.41
Table 3.Ratios between storm and quiet atmosphere scenarios for GCR induced dose and ionization
rates at an altitude of 0 km, corresponding to ground level at Gale crater, and 100 km. The ratios
have been computed as the rate for the storm scenario divided by the corresponding quiet scenario
rate for particle energies between 1 MeV and 10 GeV.
dose ratio ionization ratio
100 km 1.01·10+0 3.19·10+0
0 km 9.89·10−1 1.03·10+0
5.1. Dose and Ionization Rates at ground level and altitudes of 100 km259
Tab. 2 lists dose and ionization rates caused by GCR for all three atmosphere conditions at altitudes260
of 100 km and 0 km. We show a comparison between the global dust storm and the quiet scenario261
in Tab. 3. Here, we computed the ratio of dose and ionization rates between the global dust storm262
and the quiet atmospheric scenario. It is evident that the dose rates are mostly unchanged.263
Ground-level ionization rates are unchanged for GCR. However, at an altitude of 100 km during264
a global dust storm, we observe ionization rates that are increased by a factor of 3, mainly as a result265
of the increased atmospheric density.266
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6. RAD Dose Rate Observations During Dust Enhancements267
The RAD instrument provides the first, and to date only, measurements of the radiation environ-268
ment on the Martian surface. Therefore, it is uniquely suited to validate the results of the model269
calculations shown above. Since Curiosity landed on Mars on August 6, 2012, there have been270
periods of enhanced dust activity, including a global dust storm. The analysis presented here is re-271
stricted to dust activty prior to the global dust storm. The enhancement in atmospheric dust content272
is evidenced by the enhancements in atmospheric opacity, τ, observed by Mastcam on the Curiosity273
rover, published by Martı´nez et al. (2017). Fig. 6 shows the first 1000 sols of opacity data published,274
with one sol being the duration of a solar day on Mars, approximately 24 hours and 39 minutes.275
As described earlier in Rafkin et al. (2014) and Guo et al. (2015), the dose rate measured by the276
RAD instrument is influenced by different factors, with the major one being atmospheric pressure.277
In an attempt to isolate the influence of opacity on the dose rate, we use the correlation found in Guo278
et al. (2017) to subtract the influence of atmospheric pressure and solar modulation on the dose rate279
measurements. In Guo et al. (2017), the correlation between dose rate and atmospheric pressure is280
derived as281
D′ = D − κ(P − P0) (3)282
where D and D′ are the measured and pressure-detrended dose rates, respectively, κ is the propor-283
tionality factor between dose rate and pressure changes, which is an approximated linear function284
for small perturbations, and P and P0 are pressure and an arbitrarily chosen reference pressure,285
which, however, should be close to the typically measured pressure value. This will yield a dose286
rate D′ adjusted to a constant pressure value of P0. We use the Phi-dependent κ = κ(Φ) as es-287
tablished in Guo et al. (2017) for correcting the dose rate measured in the E detector of the RAD288
instrument. The reference pressure was chosen as P0 = 739.46 Pa here, representing the first value289
of the data set.290
There is an additional correlation for the influence of the solar modulation Φ presented in Guo291
et al. (2015). We chose not to perform this correction for the analysis we present here. First, the292
dose dependence on Φ was quantified using 26-sol binned dose rate data correlated with Φ values293
measured at Earth. This method includes large uncertainties. Given the poor knowledge of daily Φ294
values at Mars, and the fact that they could be different from those at Earth, this could introduce295
a bias when applying the modulation correction to the daily dose rate. Second, the variability of296
Φ is relatively low for the time frame we investigate here, so necessary corrections will also be297
small. Even if this appears to rule out the large-scale modulation of galactic cosmic rays as a cause298
for the correlation between dose rate and opacitiy, this must not necessarily be true for small-scale299
heliospheric modulation, as ist duscussed in more detail in the Discussion (Sec. 7).300
We show the pressure data used for correcting the dose rate measurements, as well as solar301
modulation data for the same time frame, in Fig. 7. Both data sets are averaged per sol (Guo et al.,302
2015). All RAD dose rate data presented and used for this analysis have been processed to remove303
the influence of pressure as described above.304
We here define enhanced dust activity as a period where the opacity is increased with respect305
to preceding or following years. The period in question is highlighted in Fig. 6. For analyzing306
the relationship between dose rate and opacity, we first compute the mean value per sol for each307
data set during the first 1000 sols of the MSL mission. Fig. 8 shows the resulting dose rate D′,308
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detrended for the influence of atmospheric pressure, and atmospheric opacity τ data sets. We show309
the relationship of pressure-detrended dose rate D′ dose rate in the E detector versus the atmospheric310
opacity in Fig. 9. A weak but statistically significant correlation is apparent in the data, as is also311
clear when examining the correlation coefficients. For dose rate measured in detector E and opacity,312
the Pearson correlation coefficient is RP = 0.306 with a p-value of pP = 9.66 · 10−5. The Spearman313
correlation coefficient for dose measured in detector E and opacity is RS = 0.285 with a p-value of314
pS = 2.98 · 10−4.315
7. Discussion and Conclusion316
We modeled ground level particle spectra on Mars under three different atmospheric conditions,317
including a global dust storm. We used incoming GCR particle spectra on top of the atmospheric318
column for the generation of primary particle spectra in our simulations.319
The modeled ground-level particle spectra did not change between any of the three atmosphere320
scenarios. This result can be expected when looking at the mass added to the atmosphere column by321
the dust content in it. During a global dust storm, the opacity is strongly impacted by the dust content322
to the point where the atmosphere becomes opaque. Still, the total dust mass in the atmosphere has323
a negligible direct impact on the radiation transport. Fig. 1 shows this in the bottom panel. Even324
at ground level, where the mixing ratio of dust has its maximum, dust contributions are negligible325
when compared to the major atmospheric components. The major increase in dust content during326
a global dust storm event occurs at altitudes between 70 km and 120 km. Here, the dust content is327
increased by a factor of about 104 when compared with the non-storm quiet and cold conditions.328
However, this is still a negligible increase compared to the gaseous atmospheric column mass.329
Profiles of dose rate in the atmospheric column material computed for GCR, as shown in Fig.330
4, show a maximum around 25 km altitude. The dose rate drops sharply below that point until331
ground level. We obtained dose rate profiles for all three atmosphere scenarios. These are a cold332
scenario with an almost dust-free atmosphere, a quiet scenario, with an average amount of dust in333
the atmosphere, and a global dust storm scenario. The difference between the global dust storm and334
the quiet scenarios, as well as between the global dust storm and the cold scenarios, is below 2%.335
The difference in surface atmospheric pressure between the quiet and global dust storm atmospheric336
scenarios is on the order of ∆P ≈ 40 Pa. This pressure difference accounts for the difference in dose337
rates between the simulated quiet and global dust storm conditions.338
We performed all dose rate calculations using a lower energy limit of 1 MeVnuc . Particles at such339
low energies are easily stopped by even small amounts of shielding. The dose rates we report here340
should therefore not be used for estimating dose rates in a shielded environment. The low-energy341
particles we include contribute heavily to the dose rate and would be shielded by material such as342
spacecraft, spacesuits or even clothing. For GCR doses, using a higher energy limit of 10 GeVnuc only343
includes a relatively small part of the full GCR spectra. Coupled with the fact that we only use344
a select range of primary particles, this leads to an unrealistically low GCR dose rate. Again, the345
values we report should not be used for purposes such as radiation protection.346
The ionization rate profiles are computed from the dose rate profiles in the atmospheric column347
material. Because of the almost constant dose rate profile for altitudes below 100 km, the ionization348
rate profile is dominated by the atmospheric mass density profile. While the dust in the atmosphere349
does not influence the mass distribution, it does influence atmospheric heating, and thus leads to350
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perturbations of the atmosphere column, as discussed in Sec. 2. This is clearly visible in Fig. 1,351
which shows temperature, pressure and mass density increases between altitudes of approximately352
60 km to 100 km. These changes drive the increase of the ionization rate observed for the global353
dust storm scenario in comparison to both the quiet and cold scenarios. Peak ionization is predicted354
at ground level.355
Fig. 5 shows that there is no effect of solar-rotation averaged solar modulation Φ on the sensitivity356
of modeled dose rates on the atmospheric dust content.357
We compared the modeled results with observations made by the RAD instrument during the first358
1000 sols of the MSL mission. While the model suggests no influence of the atmospheric opacity on359
the ground-level dose rate, we find a weak but statistically significant correlation between the two360
in RAD data. We found a correlation coefficient of RP = 0.306 between the dose rate measured in361
detector E of the RAD instrument and the atmospheric opacity. Our model calculations predict that362
the dose rate on ground level is independent of dust content, as represented by atmospheric opacity,363
for the range of opacities observed during the MSL mission. However, the observations show a weak364
but statistically significant correlation. The increased opacity observed in the data, with a value of365
τ ≈ 1.5, is still small when compared to values during a global dust storm, where the opacity can366
rise to values of τ ≈ 5. The correlation we found predicts a dose rate of D′ = 270.5 µGy/day for367
τ = 5, compared to a dose rate of D′ = 223.6 µGy/day for τ = 1. This corresponds to an increase368
in dose rate by approximately 21 % during a global dust storm. In order to reliably confirm or369
reject the existence of a correlation between dose rate and atmospheric opacity, further study using370
a larger range of opacity values is required.371
We chose not to correct the daily dose rate for the influence of the solar modulation Φ in the372
current analysis due to the high uncertainty of applying the solar modulation at Mars using daily Φ373
values measured at Earth. Also, when comparing the value of Φ during the time of enhanced atmo-374
spheric opacity with the preceding Martian year, as visible in Fig. 7, it can be seen that the average375
value of Φ is slightly higher during the atmospheric dust enhancement than the preceding Martian376
year. During the atmospheric dust enhancement period, the average value for Φ is Φ = 614.5 MV,377
with a value of Φ = 449.8 MV during the preceding year. Since an increase in Φ leads to a decrease378
in dose rate D′ (Guo et al., 2015), we expect a decrease in dose rate for this time. However, as379
visible in Fig. 9, the dose rate is increased. While this suggests that there seems to be an effect of380
atmospheric opacity on ground-level dose rate, we want to emphasize again that the influence of381
solar modulation has not been corrected for, unlike the influence of atmospheric pressure. Despite382
the argument made above regarding different average values for Φ during different Mars years, it383
is entirely possible that the effect we observe in Fig. 9 is due to random correlations between at-384
mospheric opacity and solar modulation on short time scales. While correcting the influence of the385
solar modulation in the observational data would help to clarify this point, establishing the relation-386
ship between solar modulation Φ and pressure-corrected dose rate D′ has proven challenging. More387
work is needed to reliably confirm or deny the correlation we observe here.388
Small scale heliospheric modulations are dynamic, transient and location dependent. While Φ389
values are measured at Earth, Mars could be at a heliospheric location that is exposed to differ-390
ent heliospheric structures such as stream interaction regions (SIRs) and Coronal mass ejections391
(CMEs). SIRs turn to co-rotate with the Sun and are seen at different heliospheric longitudes with392
a time delay dependent on the longitudes of the observer. CMEs are transient solar eruptions prop-393
agating radially outwards and they modulate the galactic cosmic rays mainly locally along their394
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passage. Thus its influence on modulation potential at different observers in the heliosphere could395
be rather different.396
A possible influence on the dose rate measurements is the instrument temperature. We have397
investigated this influence and found that the instrument temperature varies between 13 ◦C and398
19 ◦C for the time frame under investigation. We have not found a correlation between instrument399
temperature and measured dose rate. The dose rate measurements were performed using the E400
detector of RAD, which is made of a plastic scintillator material known to have a stable scintillation401
light output for the temperature range we observe here.402
We use atmospheric profiles generated by the MCD for our simulations to represent generalized403
atmosphere conditions during a Martian global dust storm. However, as discussed in Sec. 2, the404
effect of a global dust storm on the atmospheric surface pressure and column mass at a given loca-405
tion depends heavily on the 3-D atmospheric structure of dust and the location on the planet. Since406
this is not taken into account in the MCD atmosphere data, the simulation results we present here407
may not be completely representative of the actual period of dust content enhancement contained in408
our analysis. The MCD atmosphere data shows a difference in surface pressure between the quiet409
and global dust storm scenarios of ∆Psim ≈ 40 Pa, with the surface pressure higher in the global410
dust storm atmosphere profile. The REMS data during the period of enhanced dust content shows a411
decrease in surface pressure of ∆PREMS ≈ 10 Pa. In our analysis, we attempt to correct for the effect412
of pressure in RAD observational data based on previous analyses. Even if it were not corrected,413
the pressure difference in the REMS data cannot account for the observed correlation between dose414
rate and atmospheric opacity.415
Finally, close inspection of Fig. 8 shows that the time period of enhanced opacity (shaded in grey416
around sol 800) exhibits strong variability of the dose rate measurements. This time period coincides417
with the time period where the Sun showed large equatorward coronal holes which drove strong418
corotating interaction regions (CIRs) in the solar wind. Such structures are known to modulate the419
GCR at small scales. It is possible that their phasing relative to the opacity enhancement roundt this420
time conspires to produce the unexpected but statistically significant correlation between dose rate421
and opacity. After all, ’correlation does not imply causation’.422
The analysis we present here is limited by the availability of opacity data. Once these have been423
extended to a longer time period, ideally including the 2018 global dust storm on Mars, a re-analysis424
of this apparent correlation should be performed. On the modeling side, the 3-D distribution of dust425
and the resulting atmopspheric profiles for the particular dust storms should be taken into account.426
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Fig. 3. Resulting GCR ground-level spectra. The top figure shows hydrogen and helium spectra, the
bottom figure shows carbon, oxygen, silicon and iron spectra.
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Fig. 4. Energy deposition profiles in the atmosphere. The top figure shows a dose rate profile for all
three atmospheric scenarios using only GCR primaries. The bottom figure shows the ionization rate
profiles in the atmosphere computed from the results shown in the top figure.
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Fig. 5. The influence of extreme solar modulation scenarios on dose rates on the Martian surface.
The doses shown are computed from models using hydrogen and helium primary particle spectra.
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Fig. 6. Measurements of atmospheric opacity τ for the first 1000 sols of the MSL mission. The
measurements are taken from Martı´nez et al. (2017). We show the mean opacity per sol for each sol
with available data. The shaded area shows the time of enhanced atmospheric opacity in MY 32.
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Fig. 7. Ground-level atmospheric pressure and solar modulation potential data sets used to correct
the dose rate measurements. The gray shading around sol 800 indicates time of enhanced atmo-
spheric opacity, the earlier shading before sol 200 marks the same season in the preceding Martian
year. From Guo et al. (2015).
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Fig. 8. Timeline of surface dose rate in tissue equivalent (top) produced from RAD measurements,
and atmospheric opacity produced from measurements by Mastcam as published in Martı´nez et al.
(2017) (bottom). The tissue equivalent surface dose rates have been produced from measurements in
detector E of the RAD instrument. The measurements have been processed to remove the influence
of atmospheric pressure as described in Equations 3. The plots show the mean per sol for each data
set. The time colored in red indicates an opacity of τ < 0.6 during summer in the northern Martian
hemisphere. The gray shading around sol 800 indicates time of enhanced atmospheric opacity, the
earlier shading before sol 200 marks the same season in the preceding Martian year.
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Fig. 9. Surface dose rate in tissue equivalent from RAD measurements, plotted vs. atmospheric
opacity from measurements by Mastcam (Martı´nez et al., 2017). The tissue equivalent surface dose
rates have been determined from measurements in detector E of the RAD instrument. The dose rate
measurements have been processed to remove the influence of atmospheric pressure as described in
Equation 3. The plot shows the mean per sol for each data set. The points colored in red indicates
an opacity of τ < 0.6 during summer in the northern Martian hemisphere. The points marked with
gray shading indicate the time of enhanced atmospheric opacity. The yellow-shaded band shows
the 95% prediction band, the blue-shaded band shows the 95% confidence band.
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Fig. A.1. Primary spectra used in the model calculations for SEP particles. Shown are the primary
SEP proton spectra added to the primary GCR spectrum for hydrogen.
Appendix A: Solar Energetic Particle Events530
In addition to modeling the changes in the Martian radiation environment due to GCR particles531
under different atmospheric conditions, we performed the same model calculations for a set of532
representative Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events. Since the results of the SEP modeling are not533
needed for the comparison between RAD observations and model predictions we performed here,534
we include them as an appendix.535
A.1. Model Setup536
For this study, we considered model spectra of three Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events also537
studied in Norman et al. (2014). These events were the Carrington event, the September 1989 event,538
and the October 22, 1989 event. For all events, we consider only proton fluxes, as these are the most539
important particles for atmospheric and ground-level spectra.540
The events are selected to represent various extremes of the wide range of SEP characteristics.541
The Carrington event represents an extraordinarily intense event, with the highest integral proton542
flux. The September 1989 event represents a harder particle spectrum, containing more particles at543
higher energies, than the Carrington event, though with lower integral flux. The October 1989 event544
has the same spectral hardness as the September 1989 event, but has a lower integral flux.545
We show the primary spectra of the events in Fig. A.1.546
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Table A.1. Parameters used to characterize the Carrington and October 1989 events according to
Equation A.1 (Norman et al., 2014), (Townsend et al., 2006)
Carrington event October 1989 event
φ0/
1
cm2 s sr 2.78·105 429.0
κ/MeV 0.0236 0.458
α 1.108 0.3908
Table A.2. Parameters used to characterize the September 1989 event according to Equation A.2
(Norman et al., 2014), (Sheel et al., 2012)
September 1989 event
κ/ 1cm2 s sr MeV 6000.0
γ 1.7
Ere f /MeV 1.0
E0/MeV 600.0
The parametrizations of all events were taken from Norman et al. (2014). The differential flux of547
the Carrington and the October 1989 events are described by548
dφ
dE
= φ0kαEα−1e−kE
α
(A.1)549
(Townsend et al., 2006). The parameter Φ is the proton fluence, E the proton energy, and k and α550
are dimensionless parameters. The values used for the events are summarized in Tab. A.1.551
The September 1989 event has a differential flux that is described by552
dφ
dE
= κ
(
E
Ere f
)−γ
e−E/E0 (A.2)553
(Sheel et al., 2012) with proton fluences Φ and κ, the proton energy E, and a dimensionless param-554
eter gamma. The values are given in Tab. A.2.555
It should be noted that while the SEP event particle spectra we have used have been modeled556
after historic SEP occurrences, we do not aim to study these events in particular. Rather, they were557
selected to represent a range of possible future SEP events, and to allow comparison with the results558
by Norman et al. (2014). This is especially obvious for the Carrington event spectrum, for which no559
observational data of the particle energy spectrum exists and which should be seen as a hypothetical560
spectrum for the historic event. The spectra also represent the peak flux during each SEP event. The561
dose rates we compute from them should not be used to calculate total doses during an event.562
A.2. Model Results563
All ground-level downward particle spectra for the three SEP events in all atmosphere scenarios564
are shown in Fig. A.2. Again, there are no spectral changes between any of the atmosphere condi-565
tions. It should however be noted that all three events shown are ground-level events. That is, the566
enhanced proton flux at the top of the atmosphere, compared to GCR levels, propagates through the567
atmospheric column to the ground, resulting in an enhanced ground-level proton flux as well.568
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Fig. A.2. Ground-level spectra resulting from the three SEP events added to the GCR hydrogen
primary spectra. The top row shows hydrogen and helium spectra, the bottom row shows high-Z
particle spectra. The different events are shown in a separate column each, with the left one showing
the Carrington event, the middle one the September 1989 event and the right one the October 1989
event.
Fig. A.3 shows the energy deposition in the atmosphere for all three SEP events. First, when569
compared to the GCR energy deposition shown in Fig. 4, it is obvious that all SEP events result in570
dose rates that are higher by multiple orders of magnitude, dropping quickly with lower altitude.571
The Carrington event shows no variation for the dose rates between the three atmospheric scenarios.572
Interestingly, the September 1989 and October 1989 events show a slightly smaller dose rate for the573
global dust storm scenario for altitudes above 60 km.574
The ionization rates, shown in the lower panel in Fig. A.3, again show a notably enhanced rate575
for the global dust storm scenario. As is the case with GCR, the enhancement in ionization rate is576
mainly driven by the increased atmospheric density.577
A.3. Dose and Ionization Rates at ground level and altitudes of 100 km578
Tab. A.3 lists dose and ionization rates caused by the three SEP events for all three atmosphere con-579
ditions at altitudes of 100 km and 0 km. We show a comparison between the global dust storm and580
the quiet scenario in Tab. A.4. Here, we computed the ratio of dose and ionization rates between the581
global dust storm and the quiet atmospheric scenario. SEP induced dose rates are slightly reduced582
during a global dust storm by 3 % to 24 %.583
Ground-level ionization rates are slightly decreased for SEP events. However, at an altitude of584
100 km during a global dust storm, we observe ionization rates that are increased by a factor of 100.585
Appendix B: Discussion of SEP Simulations586
Dose and ionization rates for SEP events show different behaviors when compared to the GCR re-587
sults, depending on the spectral shape and flux of the individual event. All three SEP events show588
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Fig. A.3. Profiles of energy deposit in the atmosphere during SEP events. The top row shows the
dose rate for each of the three events during each atmospheric condition. The bottom row shows
the ionization rate computed from the dose rate. The left column shows the Carrington event, the
middle column shows the September 1989 event, and the right column shows the October 1989
event.
a rapid drop to the minimum dose rate at ground level. Ionization rates show even more varied be-589
havior. The Carrington event is especially notable, since it produces a pronounced maximum at an590
altitude of approximately 40 km. The other two events show a steady increase with decreasing alti-591
tudes and reach a plateau at approximately 50 km for the September 1989 event and approximately592
30 km for the October 1989 event. As is the case with GCR, all SEP spectra show an enhancement593
in ionization rate for altitudes above 60 km.594
We observed a particular sensitivity of the computed dose rate results on the lower energy limit595
chosen for the computations, as shown, e.g., in Fig. B.1. The SEP dose rates were particularly596
sensitive to this calculation. The reason for this is obvious from the primary event spectra shown597
in Fig. A.1. All SEP event show high proton fluxes at low energies, where the energy loss per unit598
length dEdx of the particles are high. Consequently, those particles deposit a high dose rate, and cuts in599
this energy range influence the computed dose rate greatly. This is shown in Fig. B.1 for dose rates600
computed using different lower energy limits from primary interplanetary spectra. The influence of601
the selection of the lower energy limit is clearly visible, changing the resulting dose rate over more602
than an order of magnitude. This makes it clear that when computing dose rates, especially for SEP603
events, care must be taken to select the lower energy limit of the computation if the results are to be604
compared to the work of others.605
The influence of the lower energy limit on dose rate computations can also be used to perform606
a first-order study on the influence of thin shielding elements on the dose rate. As a typical con-607
struction material for spacecraft, let us consider Aluminum as a shielding material. We find that, at608
a mass density of ρ = 2.73 gcm2 , even thin layers of Aluminum are able to stop the low-energy par-609
ticles, which, as discussed above, influences the resulting dose rate significantly. This emphasizes610
the importance of exact knowledge of shielding geometry for an analysis of expected dose rate for,611
e.g., a manned space mission.612
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Table A.3. SEP induced dose and ionization rates for all three atmosphere scenarios at an altitude of
0 km, meaning ground level at Gale crater, and 100 km. The rates have been computed for particle
energies between 1 MeV and 10 GeV.
100 km, dose rates / µGy/day
Carrington Sep89 Oct89
quiet 8.20·108 1.46·108 1.91·106
cold 8.12·108 1.41·108 1.85·106
storm 7.97·108 1.11·108 1.68·106
100 km, ionization rates / 1/cm3
Carrington Sep89 Oct89
quiet 4.35·10+2 7.58·10+1 9.98·10−1
cold 4.16·10+2 6.95·10+1 9.29·10−1
storm 1.34·10+3 1.83·10+2 2.81·10+0
0 km, dose rates / µGy/day
Carrington Sep89 Oct89
quiet 1.73·105 2.90·104 4.35·103
cold 1.74·105 2.83·104 4.42·103
storm 1.32·105 2.64·104 4.06·103
0 km, ionization rates / 1/cm3
Carrington Sep89 Oct89
quiet 5.37·10+3 9.40·10+2 1.41·10+2
cold 5.34·10+3 9.10·10+2 1.42·10+2
storm 4.28·10+3 8.92·10+2 1.37·10+2
Table A.4. Ratios between storm and quiet atmosphere scenarios for SEP induced dose and ion-
ization rates at an altitude of 0 km, corresponding to ground level at Gale crater, and 100 km. The
ratios have been computed for particle energies between 1 MeV and 10 GeV.
Dose rate ratios storm/quiet
Carrington Sep89 Oct89
0 km 7.61·10−1 9.07·10−1 9.34·10−1
100 km 9.72·10−1 7.57·10−1 8.81·10−1
Ionization rate ratios storm/quiet
Carrington Sep89 Oct89
0 km 7.98·10−1 9.49·10−1 9.77·10−1
100 km 3.09·10+0 2.42·10+0 2.81·10+0
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Fig. B.1. Dose rate results for varying lower energy limits. The upper energy limit for the dose rate
computations is kept constant at Eupper = 10 GeV. The dose is computed for the model SEP proton
spectra in interplanetary space as described by Equations A.1 and A.2 and the parameters in Tab.
A.1 and A.2. The inset shows a magnification of the first 10 MeV. The annotated vertical black
lines show shielding by aluminum. The lines denote the highest proton energy stopped in a layer of
aluminum of the thickness annotated, in millimeter.
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D I R E C T I O N A L I T Y O F PA RT I C L E F L U X E S
The Martian radiation environment consists not only of downward-
directed, but also upward-directed particle fluxes. The upward-di-
rected fluxes consist of both scattered primary particles as well as
secondary particles generated within the Martian atmosphere and soil.
From particle transport simulations, they have been predicted to be a
significant percentage of the total particle flux.
Measuring the upward-directed particle fluxes is, of course, impor-
tant for a complete assessment of the Martian radiation environment.
Additionally, there are other reasons why they should be investigated.
The first reason is their importance for dosimetry. As will be shown
below in Section 6.2, neutrons show a strong upward flux. At the
same time, they are important for dosimetry because they have a high
interaction cross section for biological tissue. The second reason is
the opportunity to use the upward particle fluxes to validate particle
transport simulations and thus helping to meet one of the science
goals of the Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) instrument.
The measurement of upward-directed particle fluxes in the RAD
instrument is made challenging by the instrument’s design. It is
intended to measure downward-directed particle fluxes in the Solid
State Detector (SSD) particle telescope, as well as neutral particles
omnidirectionally. When entering the instrument from below, low-
energy particles can easily be stopped by the scintillation detectors on
the bottom of the RAD instrument, which have a high mass density. In
addition, the instrument triggers are set up to discard charged particle
events that do not deposit any energy in the B detector. In practice, this
means that the RAD instrument cannot detect the direction of neutral
particles, and can only discriminate between upward and downward
charged particle fluxes if the particles have enough energy to penetrate
all of the detectors in the detector stack.
This chapter first presents a method to determine the directionality
of charged particles using the RAD instrument, followed by a study
of an instrument concept designed to determine the directionality of
neutrons.
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6.1 observing directionality of charged particles
The work on charged particle directionality detection has been pub-
lished as a paper in the “Journal for Geophysical Research”. The
manuscript is reproduced below. The authors' own contribution to the
manuscript is 85%.
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Abstract The Mars Science Laboratory rover Curiosity, operating on the surface of Mars, is exposed
to radiation ﬂuxes from above and below. Galactic Cosmic Rays travel through the Martian atmosphere,
producing a modiﬁed spectrum consisting of both primary and secondary particles at ground level.
These particles produce an upward directed secondary particle spectrum as they interact with the Martian
soil. Here we develop a method to distinguish the upward and downward directed particle ﬂuxes in the
Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) instrument, verify it using data taken during the cruise to Mars,
and apply it to data taken on the Martian surface. We use a combination of Geant4 and Planetocosmics
modeling to ﬁnd discrimination criteria for the ﬂux directions. After developing models of the cruise phase
and surface shielding conditions, we compare model-predicted values for the ratio of upward to downward
ﬂux with those found in RAD observation data. Given the quality of available information on Mars Science
Laboratory spacecraft and rover composition, we ﬁnd generally reasonable agreement between our models
and RAD observation data. This demonstrates the feasibility of the method developed and tested here.
We additionally note that the method can also be used to extend the measurement range and capabilities
of the RAD instrument to higher energies.
Plain Language Summary The MSL rover Curiosity is exposed to energetic particles from above
and below on the Martian surface. Particles enter the Martian atmosphere from above and travel through
it until they reach the ground. Particles lose energy and can produce secondary particles while passing
through the atmosphere, resulting in an energy distribution on ground level that is diﬀerent from that on
the top of the atmosphere. The resulting particles produce an upward directed particle distribution in the
soil. We develop a method to distinguish the upward and downward particle ﬂuxes in the RAD instrument,
verify it using data taken during the cruise to Mars, and apply it to data taken on the Martian surface.
We use a combination of models to ﬁnd criteria for discriminating the ﬂux directions. After developing
models of the cruise phase and surface shielding conditions, we compare simulated values for the ratio of
upward to downward ﬂux with those found in observation data. We ﬁnd generally reasonable agreement
between our models and RAD observation data. This demonstrates the feasibility of the method developed
and tested here. The method can also be used to extend the measurement range and capabilities of the
RAD instrument to higher energies.
1. Introduction
The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission is an ongoing NASA mission. It successfully landed the rover
“Curiosity” inside the Gale Crater on the surface of Mars on 6 August 2012 (Grotzinger et al., 2012). One of the
scientiﬁc instruments on board the rover is the Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD), which measures the
Martian radiation environment. It is able to measure charged particles ≥100 MeV
nuc
(Hassler et al., 2012). RAD is
designed tomeasure radiationentering thedetector fromabove. Themain sciencegoals of theRAD instrument
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the RAD detector with various particle
detections shown. The viewcone as deﬁned by the A1-B coincidence
(dashed) and by the A2-B coincidence (dotted) is shown, as are the
names of the detectors. For the SSD, the segmentation borders are
visible. (Ehresmann et al., 2014 there modiﬁed from Hassler et al., 2012).
include characterizing the Martian radiation environment to enable validat-
ing models of atmospheric particle transport.
In this paper, we will present a method to discriminate between upward and
downward directed charged particle ﬂuxes above the particle energy range
RAD is designed to measure. The application of this method signiﬁcantly
increases the instruments’ capabilities for charged particle detection. In addi-
tion, it aids in validating the particle transport models used in this analysis.
RAD operated during most of the cruise phase from Earth to Mars, taking
almost 220 days of data (Zeitlin et al., 2013). It has been operating on the
surface of Mars almost continuously since the landing of the MSL rover on
6 August 2012 (Hassler et al., 2014). This provides us with a still growing data
set spanning over 1,300 Martian days (sols) to date, including the full Martian
annual cycle, which is about 668 sols, with 1 sol being about 1.03 Earth days
long (Allison, 1997).
This paper is organized in the following way: After a short description of rele-
vant features of the RAD instrument, we develop amethod for discriminating
upward and downward ﬂuxes through simulations. The simulation results
help us to test and pin down certain criteria of the method when applied to
data.With these criteria,weapply themethod todataof the radiationenviron-
ment RADmeasures both during the cruise phase and on the surface of Mars.
We compare the ﬁndings from the modeling with data obtained both during
cruise phase and on the Martian surface. Lastly, we assess the ﬁndings and
discuss the accuracy of the models and transport codes used in this analysis.
1.1. The RAD Instrument
The Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) is a compact and light-weight
instrument designed to fully characterize the radiation environment on the
Martian surface.
RAD derives heritage from the Comprehensive SupraThermal and Energetic
Particle analyzer (COSTEP) instrument on SOHO (Müller-Mellin et al., 1995),
the Matroshka instrument currently ﬂying on the ISS (Reitz et al., 2009), as
well as Böhm (2004) and Posner et al. (2005). A detailed description of RAD is
given in Hassler et al. (2012). We describe brieﬂy the features relevant to this
investigation in the following paragraphs.
A schematic view of the RAD instrument is shown in Figure 1. It employs a
detector stack consistingof threehexagonal siliconSolid StateDetectors (SSD)
called detectors A, B, and C on top of two scintillation detectors, called D and E. Detector A is split into two
segments, an outer segment called A1 and an inner segment called A2. The detectors B and C only use the
inner segment of the detector. The scintillation detectors are enclosed in an anticoincidence shield made of
another scintillation detector, F.
The D detector is a truncated hexagonal pyramid of thallium- doped Cesium Iodide (CsI(Tl)). The E scintillator
is made of Bicron BC-432 m plastic scintillator and has an extruded hexagonal shape. BC-432 m is also used
for the anticoincidence, F, which is split into two scintillators, F2 below the detector stack and F1 enclosing D
and E from the side.
The twosegmentsof theAdetector, togetherwith the inner segmentof theBdetector, deﬁne the twopossible
view cones of the RAD instrument. The A1-B coincidence viewcone uses the outer A1 segment, and the A2-B
coincidence viewcone uses the inner A2-B viewcone, which is also fully covered by the D detector below it.
As we will later show, our analysis requires particles to deposit energy in both the D and the E detector. Since
only the A2-B viewcone is fully covered by theD detector, we only consider particles inside the A2-B viewcone
in this work.
RAD is designed to measure protons and alpha particles entering the detector stack from above in an energy
range between 10 MeV and 100 MeV
nuc
.
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional count density histogram for simulation data of ED
EE
versus Etot. The annotations denote
particle species and beam directions.
2. Simulation Setup
We performed two major simulation steps in order to analyze the instrument response to upward directed
particle ﬂuxes. First, we develop criteria to distinguish between the upward anddownward ﬂuxes in RADdata.
In order to do this, we simulated the passage of particles with a uniform energy spectrum through only the
RAD instrument. After we found working discrimination criteria, we replicated the RAD measurement both
inside the spacecraft during the cruise phase and on theMartian surface. This was achieved by ﬁrst simulating
the passage of particles through the surrounding geometry, which during the cruise phase consists of the
MSL cruise stage and the rover itself, and on the surface consists of theMartian atmosphere and soil as well as
the rover body. These models yielded the upward and downward directed spectra at the position of the RAD
instrument.We then simulated the responseof the instrument to these spectra andapplied thediscrimination
method as developed in the ﬁrst step of this analysis.
2.1. Upward and Downward Fluxes in the RAD Instrument
We simulated the passage of upward and downward directed particle ﬂuxes through the instrument in two
separate simulations using theGEANT4 toolkit (Agostinelli et al., 2003).Weused version 10of the toolkit, using
the QGSP_BERT physics list, for all instrument and shielding simulations. The particle source for these simula-
tions was a circular area positioned just above the A detector for downward and just below the F detector for
upward directed radiation. The particles were emitted in beams parallel to the central axis of the RAD instru-
ment with no angular distribution of the tracks. For the energy spectrum of the particles, a logarithmically ﬂat
spectrum from 100 MeV to 1 GeV was generated.
Based on the results of this simulation, we are able to discriminate the ﬂux direction in the energy range
between a primary particle energy of Eprim=100MeV and Eprim=200MeVby plotting the ratio between energy
deposited in detectors D and E, namely, ED
EE
, versus the total deposited energy Etot= EA2 + EB + EC + ED + EE .
Because we use energy deposited in detectors D and E for determining the ﬂux direction, we need complete
coverage of the telescope viewcone by those detectors. This is true for the narrower A2-B viewcone, so we
only select particles within this viewcone.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the components of the MSL cruise stage.
The labeled parts are 1—cruise stage, 2—aeroshell, 3—descent stage,
4—MSL rover, 5—heatshield, and 6—parachute assembly (Image
credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech).
The F detector is used as an anticoincidence shield for the telescope: particles
that enter the instrument from below and deposit energy in the F detector
get rejected by the detection logic. The exception to this is penetrating parti-
cles which deposit energy in all detectors of the stack. It is thus necessary to
require penetrating particles in order to detect upward directed ﬂuxes in the
instrument.
We then plot ED
EE
versus Etot in a 2-D count density histogram as shown in
Figure 2. The distinctive proton and alpha particle populations are clearly
visible. For eachparticle type,we ﬁnd thepeak intensity producedby theMin-
imum Ionizing ParticleS (MIPS) on the side of the population with the least
deposited energy Etot as expected from the Bethe-Bloch formula. As parti-
cles with smaller primary energies deposit more energy, we can discern the
upward and downward branch.
For protons, the branches separate at a deposited energy of Etot ≥ 42 MeV
up to an energy of Etot = 100 MeV, where the particles do not penetrate the
detector stack any longer. This corresponds to a primary proton energy range
of 100 MeV ≤ Eprim ≤ 200 MeV for which we are able to separate the particle
direction.
This discrimination can, in principle, be applied to all charged particles
detectedwith the RAD instrument. However, wewill only present the analysis
for protons, because protons are themost commonparticles in these environ-
ments, particularly among the secondary particles coming from the surface
(e.g., Ehresmann, 2014; Matthiä et al., 2016).
2.2. The RAD Shielding Environment During the MSL Cruise Phase
During the cruise phase, the instrument was not only shielded from upward
directed particles by the rover, but the rover itself was shielded inside the
MSL spacecraft, consisting of four main parts: The descent stage mounted
above the rover, the aeroshell and heatshield surrounding both rover and
descent stage, and the cruise stagemountedabove the aeroshell. A schematic
of this conﬁguration is shown in Figure 3. This leads to a highly inhomoge-
nous shielding in the upper viewcone of the RAD instrument, where particles
are shielded by the descent stage, the aeroshell, and the cruise stage. While
approximately half of the ﬁeld of view is almost unshielded, the other half is
shielded by various amounts of mass. The lower viewcone is shielded by the
rover body itself and the heatshield.
For the simulation of upward and downward particle ﬂuxes during the cruise
phase,weemployeda separate simulation for eachdirection. Both simulations
use a square source areawith a side lengthof l=10cm fromwhich theprimaryparticle spectraweregenerated
as parallel beams. The particle beams then passed through the shielding masses before being registered in a
vacuum volume used for particle counting.
Upward directed particles are shielded both by the rover body and by the aeroshell, which in this part is
the heat shield for the atmosphere entry. The rover body is represented by two blocks of diﬀerent materials:
the rover bellypan consisting of a 5 mm aluminum plate, followed by the rover body ﬁlled with electronics
with a height of 29 cm. The best data available to the authors states that the rover body is dominated by the
RAD Electronics Box (REB) with a shielding density of 6 g cm−2, consisting of Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) plus
magnesium to account for the REB housing. The chemical composition of PCBs is taken from Ogunniyi et al.
(2009). The heatshield is positioned directly below the rover bellypan. It is represented by a 3.2 cm high block
of carbon with a density of 0.27 g
cm3
(Tran et al., 1996; Edquist et al., 2014). The composition, densities, and
dimensions of the diﬀerent blocks are given in Table 1.
The shielding density distribution for the upper viewcone is described in Zeitlin et al. (2013) as shown in
Figure 4. From this we approximate the shielding as 10 blocks of aluminumwith varying thickness according
to the integrated shielding density inside the instrument viewcone. A histogram of this distribution inside
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Table 1
Composition and Density of Simulation Boxes
Block Density Composition
Heatshield 0.27 mg
cm3
C: 100%
Belly plate 2.7 g
cm3
Al: 100%
Cu: 20%
SiO2: 15%
PET: 9.9%
PP: 4.8%
Rover body 0.183 g
cm3
Al: 2%
Pb: 2%
Ni: 2%
Fe: 8%
Sn: 4%
Mg: 30%
Note. the percentage values of the electronics mate-
rial are normalized to 100%.
the A2-B coincidence angle is shown in Figure 5. In reality, not all material is aluminum, for
example, the propellant tanks contain Hydrazine. However, since the distribution available to
us is stated as being aluminum equivalent, we use pure aluminum for the shielding blocks.
For both the upward and downward particle spectra simulations, the primary particle spec-
tra consisted of proton and alpha particle spectra generated by the Badwhar-O’Neill Galactic
Cosmic Ray (GCR) model (BO10) (O’Neill, 2010). We use a solar modulation parameter of Φ =
627.38MV as input for the model, which corresponds to the modulation during the MSL cruise
phase (Usoskin et al., 2011). The spectra were computed for a distance of 1 AU. However, the
radial gradient of the GCR is on the order of 3% per AU (Gieseler & Heber, 2016). The error
induced by the diﬀerent GCR spectra at Mars’ orbit, with a radius of approximately 1.5 AU, is
therefore very small when compared to other uncertainties. In addition, the change will tend
to balance out in comparison to the underestimation the BO10 will make of the GCR ﬂux when
compared to more recent models.
It should be noted that we use parallel particle beams for the cruise phase shielding simula-
tions. In contrast to that, the shielding simulations for the Martian surface, as described in the
next section, use angular distributions for the particles generated. The ﬁnal shielding geometry
used in the simulation is also extremely simpliﬁed from the real geometry seen in Figure 3.
The rationale behind this is that given the uncertainties and the large number of unknowns
in the description of the geometry, and given the fact that the GCR has an isotropic angular
distribution, our simpliﬁed model will be suﬃcient to reproduce the shielding situation as it is
known to the authors.
2.3. The RAD Shielding Enviroment on the Martian Surface
Next, we attempt to simulate the 2-D count density histogram as expected from data taken by RAD on the
Martian surface. This is done using an approach consisting of three diﬀerent modeling steps: First, we use the
Planetocosmics code (Desorgher et al., 2006) to determine the expected spectra and intensities of upward
and downward directed particles on the Martian surface. Second, the upward directed part of the spectrum
Figure 4. Distribution of shielding densities in the upper A1-B coincidence angle viewcone of the RAD instrument
during cruise phase. Note that this shows the full viewcone, while the analysis in this paper only considers the inner
viewcone (0∘≤𝜃≤18∘). Taken from Zeitlin et al. (2013)
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Figure 5. Histogram of shielding distribution inside the upper RAD instrument viewcone as used for constructing the
simulation shielding model. It is evident that almost the entire upper viewcone is unshielded.
passes through the body of theMSL rover before beingmeasured by the RAD instrument. This is simulated by
modulating the upward Planetocosmics generated spectrum by a second GEANT4 simulation representing
the MSL rover body. Finally, we simulate the instrument response to the downward spectra obtained from
the Planetocosmics simulations and the upward spectra obtained from the rover body simulation. We then
use the results from the RAD instrument simulation to build the 2-D count density matrix as described in
section 2.1 and similar to that shown in Figure 2.
We used a version of Planetocosmics updated to utilize Geant4 version 9.6, conﬁgured to use the PHITS code
(Niita et al., 2006) for ionhadronic interactions, theQGSP_BIC_HPphysics list for hadronic interactions, and the
emstandard_opt4 physics list for electromagnetic interactions. The simulations for determining the upward
and downward directed spectra on the Martian soil were done using a planar geometry with a side length
of l= 3, 000 km to avoid particle losses at the simulation boundaries. We used the Mars Climate Database
(Forget et al., 2006) as a model atmosphere, with the atmospheric height being h=250 km. The atmosphere
proﬁle is extracted at the location of Gale Crater, using the climatologymodel, which corresponds to a normal
amount of atmospheric dust loading (Forget et al., 2006). The surface pressure of the model atmosphere is
p=842.72 Pa, which is the mean pressure during the observation interval (Haberle et al., 2014). The Martian
regolith is represented in the Planetocosmics simulation by a 100 m thick layer of SiO2 with a mass density
of 1.7 g cm−2. While this does not represent the exact composition of the soil, we have found through pre-
liminary simulations that this simpliﬁcation of soil composition does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the upward
directed particle spectra in the energy range interesting to us. The depth of the soil layer chosen is suﬃcient
to accommodate the maximum of secondary particle production, which occurs at a depth of approximately
1 m (Morthekai et al., 2007).
The input spectra at the top of theMartian atmospherewere proton and alpha particle spectra taken from the
Badwhar-O’Neill GCR model as used in section 2.2.
The simulation geometry for simulating the MSL rover body uses a cube with a width and depth of l= 10 m
and a height of h=1 m. The cube consists of four blocks of diﬀerent materials: From the bottom, there is a
60cmhigh block representing theMartian atmosphere, followed by a 5mmaluminumplate representing the
rover bellypan. This is followed by the MSL rover body as described in section 2.2 with a height of 29 cm, and
lastly by a 10.5 cm high block of vacuum used as a particle counting volume. The composition, densities, and
dimensions of the diﬀerent blocks are given in Table 2.
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Table 2
Composition, Density and Height of Simulation Boxes
Block Density Height Composition
CO2: 95.7%
Atmosphere 1.92 ⋅ 10−5 mg
cm3
29.0 cm N: 2.7%
Ar: 1.6%
Belly plate 2.7 g
cm3
0.5 cm Al: 100%
Cu: 20%
SiO2: 15%
PET: 9.9%
PP: 4.8%
Rover body 0.183 g
cm3
29.0 cm Al: 2%
Pb: 2%
Ni: 2%
Fe: 8%
Sn: 4%
Mg: 30%
Note. The percentage values of the electronicsmaterial are normalized
to 100%.
The particle source used in the simulations is conﬁgured to emit particles in
an angular distribution predicted by the Planetocosmics simulations from the
bottom area of the simulation. The source uses the upward directed proton,
alpha, and neutron particle spectra resulting from the Planetocosmics simula-
tions as described above for generating energy spectra.
Upward directed particle spectra for the RAD instrument simulation are gener-
ated fromproton and alpha particles reaching the topmost vacuum layer of the
simulation.We select only theparticles that arewithin the inner RADA2-B view-
cone of 18∘. The downward directed particle spectra are taken directly from the
Planetocosmics simulation. We use the downward directed proton and alpha
particle spectra from particles selected to be within the inner RAD viewcone.
3. Simulated Particle Fluxes in the RAD Instrument
In the following sections, we describe the particle spectra resulting from our
simulations. For the cruise phase, these are the spectra calculated by the shield-
ing simulation inside the MSL spacecraft. The spectra on the Martian surface
are from Planetocosmics and the rover body shielding simulation. We describe
the particle spectra in an energy range from 10 MeV to 10 GeV, spanning the
energy range used in our simulations.
3.1. Cruise Phase Particle Fluxes
The particle spectra derived for the cruise phase are shown in Figure 6.
It is immediately evident that the spectral shape of proton and alpha particle ﬂuxes are largely unchanged,
both for the upward and for the downward directed ﬂuxes. Both particle types are also shieldedmore strongly
in the downward direction than in the upward direction.
When comparing integrated particle ﬂuxes in the range from 10 MeV to 10 GeV, the proton upward directed
ﬂuxes at RAD are reduced to 92.7% of GCR ﬂux. Downward directed proton ﬂuxes are reduced to 83.7% of
GCR ﬂux. In the same energy range, upward directed alpha particle ﬂuxes are reduced to 82.6% of GCR ﬂux,
while downward directed alpha particle ﬂuxes are reduced to 69.1% of GCR ﬂux.
Figure 6. Comparison of downward and upward directed charged particle spectra during the cruise phase outside the
spacecraft (labeled as primary) and at the RAD instrument. The ﬂuctuations of the alpha particle spectra below 70 MeV
are due to numerical eﬀects.
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Table 3
Ratios for Integrated Particle Fluxes During Cruise Phase for Diﬀerent
Particle Species
Particle RAD up
GCR
RAD down
GCR
Proton 0.927 0.837
Alpha 0.826 0.691
Note.The ratios are computed for energiesbetween10MeVand10GeV.
In total, integrated alpha particle ﬂuxes are shielded more strongly than pro-
tons, with the diﬀerence between the two particle species being 10.1% for
upward and 14.6% for downward directed ﬂuxes. Both particle species experi-
enceno large reductions in ﬂuxdue to the spacecraft shieldingwhencompared
to the GCR ﬂuxes outside the spacecraft. We summarize the ratios of GCR ﬂux
to particle ﬂuxes at the position of RAD in Table 3 for individual particles.
3.2. Particle Fluxes on the Martian Surface
Next,wedescribe theparticle ﬂuxespredictedbyour simulationson theMartian
surface. Here we have particle ﬂuxes at several diﬀerent places: On top of the
atmosphere, we have the GCR ﬂux, as before for the cruise phase. On theMartian surface, we have the upward
and downward particle ﬂuxes as predicted by the Planetocosmics simulation, as well as the upward directed
particle ﬂuxes at RAD. The latter, as described in section 2.1, is the upward directed ﬂuxes inside the rover
body at RAD, taken from the rover body simulation using the Planetocosmics upward directed ﬂuxes as input.
We show the downward particle ﬂuxes on theMartian surface in Figure 7.While the alpha particle ﬂuxes show
the same spectral shape, the proton ﬂuxes are shifted toward a maximum at lower energies. We integrate
particle ﬂuxes between 10MeV and 10 GeV and ﬁnd that the downward proton ﬂux on the Martian surface is
attenuated to 84.2% of GCR ﬂux at the top of the atmosphere. For alpha particles, the ﬂux is reduced to 79.4%
of GCR ﬂux.
The upward particle ﬂuxes on theMartian surface are shown in Figure 8.Wenote that for alpha particles, there
are only very low upward ﬂuxes at low energies on theMartian surface, and no particle ﬂuxes inside the rover
body at RAD. Protons show a more pronounced upward directed ﬂux, which gets shielded by the rover body
below an energy of approximately 300 MeV.
Theupwarddirected alphaparticle ﬂuxon theMartian surface is 0.02%of theGCRﬂux, and theprotonupward
directed ﬂux on the surface is 6.7% of GCR ﬂux. Our simulations predict no upward alpha particle ﬂuxes at
RAD. The proton upward ﬂux at RAD is reduced to 52.9% of the upward ﬂux on the Martian surface. When
compared to the downward ﬂux on the surface, the upward ﬂux at RAD is reduced to 4.2%. The ratios for the
diﬀerent ﬂuxes are summarized in Table 4.
Figure 7. Comparison of GCR particle spectra to downward directed spectra on the Martian surface at soil level. Spectra
labeled as primary are the downward GCR spectra on top of the atmosphere.
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Figure 8. Comparison of GCR particle spectra to upward directed spectra on the surface at soil level and inside the rover
body. Spectra labeled as primary are the downward GCR spectra on top of the atmosphere. There are no upward
directed alpha particle ﬂuxes predicted inside the rover body.
3.3. Determining Flux Ratios
To discriminate between upward and downward directed ﬂuxes, themethod we show in section 2.1 relies on
energy deposits in both the D and E scintillator. It is similar to work done by Sierks (1997) for SOHO/Electron,
Proton, Helium Instrument (EPHIN) and based on themethod presented inMcDonald and Ludwig (1964). The
use of detector F as an anticoincidence shield means that particles entering the instrument from below will
not get registered. The exception to this is penetrating particles that deposit energy in each detector of the
instrument. Protons start penetrating RAD at about Eprim = 100 MeV, which therefore is the lower boundary
for the primary particle energy range in which the ﬂux directions can be distinguished. The upper boundary
is given by the point where the two branches merge into the MIPS peak.
For protons, this happens at a primary particle energy of about Eprim= 200 MeV. We list the mean energy
deposits for protons in the D and E detectors in Table 5. If we compare the ED
EE
values for the two primary
energies shown, we can clearly see that while the values are vastly diﬀerent for Eprim = 100 MeV, they are
almost equal at Eprim=200 MeV. We also list the total deposited energy Etot in Table 5, giving us a range of
approximately 45 MeV≤Etot≤100 MeV in which we are able to separate particle ﬂux directions.
The ﬂux intensities of the branches were not derived as absolute values. Instead, the ratio of upward to
downward directed ﬂux R= Iup
Idown
was computed. To precisely determine the intensity I of the ﬂux directions,
weneeded to avoid contaminationby alphaparticles or background.Weachieved this by using an integration
Table 4
Ratios of Integrated Fluxes for Diﬀerent Particle Types on theMartian Surface for Particle
Energies Between 10MeV and 10 GeV
Particle Upward
Downward
RAD
Upward
RAD
Downward
Downward
GCR
Upward
GCR
Proton 0.079 0.529 0.042 0.842 0.067
Alpha 0.0005 NA NA 0.794 0.0002
Note. Here downward means downward directed ﬂux at soil level, upward means
upward directed ﬂux at soil level before passing the rover, and RAD means upward
ﬂux at the RAD instrument after passing the rover. GCR is downward directed GCR
ﬂuxes on top of the Martian atmosphere. NA, not application.
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Table 5
Mean Energy Deposits in the D and E Detector for Upward and Downward Directed
Protons at Diﬀerent Primary Particle Energies
Eprim = 100 MeV Eprim = 200 MeV
Upward Downward Upward Downward
ED/MeV 81.3 ± 16.5 57.9 ± 3.1 37.9 ± 10.1 36.3 ± 9.4
EE/MeV 13.2 ± 2.3 24.3 ± 3.4 8.7 ± 2.2 9.5 ± 2.9
ED
EE
6.2 ± 2.3 2.4 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 2.3 3.8 ± 2.1
Etot/MeV 96.7 ± 16.4 83.2 ± 5.9 47.4 ± 10.5 46.5 ± 10.3
Note.Theuncertainties aregivenby the standarddeviationof the selectedparticles.
methodwe call branch integration. In the following, we explain this process, using the simulation data shown
in Figure 2 as an example.
Whenplotting the ratio ED
EE
for one valueof total deposited energy Etot, we seeupward anddownwardparticles
in separate branches as shown earlier in Figure 2. We ﬁrst select the line of each branch manually in order to
obtain a curved path of the branch to follow in the later integration steps. This integration path follows the
visual maximum of each branch. As an example, we show the selected upward integration path for simulated
cruise phase data as the black line in Figure 9 (left).
Next, we use additional masking to remove the contamination by alpha particles. This contamination can
most easily be seen in the upward branch around Etot ≃ 100 MeV. We use a polygonal mask in the
ED
EE
versus
Etot histograms to remove alpha particle contaminations from the proton data. An example for this mask is
shown in Figure 10.
We then integrate the counts contained in the branches. This is done as a two-step process: First, we take
single slices in the ED
EE
axis for each branch, following the selected integration line. We shift the ED
EE
position for
each individual slice of a branch so that they are positioned at the same point. Then, we add all proﬁles for
one branch to obtain the total ED
EE
proﬁle for that branch. We use themethod of shifting the individual proﬁles
to avoid broadening the peak of the branches’ proﬁle, which would otherwise happen due to the varying
Figure 9. Example demonstrating the branch integration technique used in this analysis on the upward branch of simulated cruise phase data. (left) The data set
used in the analysis. The black line is the manually selected integration line for the upward branch. The red line shows the position and extent of one of the slices
taken for the branch integration process. (right) The integration results. The red line is the ED
EE
proﬁle obtained from the single slice marked red in the left ﬁgure,
which has not yet been shifted in its position on the ED
EE
axis. The blue line shows the result of the summation of the shifted ED
EE
proﬁles of all slices. Note the
contamination with alpha particles visible in the proﬁle for ED
EE
≤ 4. The black line is the result of the Gaussian ﬁt to the integrated slices, which is used to obtain
the ﬂux intensity of the branch.
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Figure 10. Mask used to separate protons from alpha particle contaminations. The polygonal mask is shown as yellow
shade on top of a plot of simulated cruise phase data.
position on the ED
EE
axis. The position and extent of an individual slice used for integration is shown as a red line
in Figure 9 (left) with the corresponding ED
EE
proﬁle shown in Figure 9 (right). The sum of all individual slices is
shown in Figure 9 (right) as a blue line.
In the second integration step, we ﬁt the ED
EE
proﬁle obtained with a Gaussian and integrate the area below it.
This eliminates the background counts thatmay be present in the proﬁles. We show the result of the Gaussian
ﬁt to the integrated slices in Figure 9 (right) as a black line. Note that the ﬁtted proﬁle excludes the alpha
particle contamination visible for ED
EE
≤ 4. The area below the ED
EE
proﬁles for the upward and downward
branches corresponds to the ﬂux intensity Iup and Idown for each of the branches. We can then compute the
ratio R= Iup
Idown
.
In the case of simulation data using parallel beams with no spacecraft shielding as shown in Figure 11, this
results in a ratio of R=0.77 ± 0.06.
In order to calculate the expected ﬂux ratios from simulation data, one needs to be careful when combining
the simulation runs for diﬀerent particle species. We ﬁrst performed the branch integration on the RAD
instrument simulation for each individual particle species. The resulting areas are then scaled by the ﬂuxes
obtained from the rover body or the Planetocosmics simulations, respectively. Lastly, we compute the upward
to downward ﬂux ratio from the scaled areas.
3.4. Flux Ratios in Simulation Data
The 2-D histogram of the simulated ﬂuxes during the cruise phase is shown in Figure 11. When computing
the ﬂux ratio R for an isotropic radiation ﬁeld, a ratio of R≃1 can be expected. From the simulation data, the
branch integration yields a ﬂux ratio of R=0.98 ± 0.08.
The 2-D histogram for the simulated surface data set is shown in Figure 12. The integration of the branches
yields a ﬂux ratio of R=0.10 ± 0.01.
4. Observations of Upward Proton Flux
After having developed the method using simulation data and having applied it to simulated cruise phase
and surface data, we now apply it to RADmeasurements.
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Figure 11. Selected integration lines for integrating along the upward and downward branches in simulation data for
parallel particle beams entering the RAD instrument from above and below. The lines are shown in black above the
proton upward and downward directed branches. Note that the simulation data shown in this plot is ﬁltered to only
contain penetrating particles.
Figure 12. Selected integration lines for integrating along the uwpard and downward branches in simulation data for
Martian surface radiation conditions. The lines are shown in black above the proton upward and downward directed
branches. Note that the simulation data shown in this plot is ﬁltered to only contain penetrating particles.
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Figure 13. Selected integration lines for integrating along the uwpard and downward branches in cruise phase
observation data. The lines are shown in black above the proton upward and downward directed branches. The
diﬀerence in position on the ED
EE
axis when compared to simulation and surface data is due to instrument calibration.
4.1. Cruise Phase Data
We analyzed days 1 to 195 of the MSL cruise phase. We exclude all solar particle events, resulting in a total
length of 163 days. The integration paths for integrating the branches are shown in Figure 13. The ﬂux ratio
derived from this is R=0.74 ± 0.13.
In RAD cruise phase data, the ratio of upward to downward ﬂux in observation data agrees with the ratio
predicted by the simulation using beams of equal intensities without the spacecraft shielding geometry. The
ratio predicted by the simulation reproducing shielding conditions inside the MSL spacecraft predicts a 30%
higher upward to downward ﬂux.
However, we do not know the shielding conditions in detail, and the simulation uses a simpliﬁed geometry. As
described in section 2.2, we reduce the geometry to a set of aluminum blocks, whereas the actual spacecraft
is made of components of diﬀerent materials in a complex arrangement. For a uniform shielding distribution,
the modiﬁcation of primary spectra by the shielding should not change the upward downward ratios.
For nonuniformly distributed shielding, upward and downward directed particle ﬂuxes can be shielded diﬀer-
ently. This leads todiﬀerent spectra in the twodirections, evenwhen theprimary spectra outside the shielding
are identical, as would be the case for GCR. Finally, the nonuniform shielding distribution would, even for
identical upward and downward ﬂuxes, lead to a change in the upward to downward ratio.
In conclusion, the discrepancy of 30% between simulation results and the observations is a result of the
uncertainties in using the simulation setup as described in section 2.2.
4.2. Surface Data
We analyzed surface data for 463 sols, starting from sol 1 to sol 500, again excluding all solar particle events.
We note that even when selecting a long time range like the one used here, the upward directed ﬂux is still
very low. This is another reason we employed the branch integration process described in section 3.3, which
allows us to separate the signal from unwanted contaminations as cleanly as possible. For the branches as
shown in Figure 14, we derive a ﬂux ratio of R = 0.10 ± 0.02.
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Figure 14. Selected integration lines for integrating along the uwpard and downward branches in surface observation
data. The lines are shown in black above the proton upward and downward directed branches. The diﬀerence in
position on the ED
EE
axis when compared to simulation and cruise phase data is due to instrument calibration.
5. Discussion
The ﬂux ratios for cruise phase and surface data as well as the corresponding simulation results are shown in
Table 6.
The results already consider the numerical uncertainties in the method, which are due to the counting statis-
tics in the simulation. There are other factors inﬂuencing the results, of which we list four here and discuss
them below:
First, the rover body composition and thus the shielding for the upward directed radiation is not well known,
as seen for the results obtained for the cruise phase. Second, the simulation considers only a perfectly even
Martian surfacewith the rover body at all times beingperfectly parallel to the surface. However, in reality, local
topography will produce variations from these ideal conditions. Third, the inﬂuence of secondary particles
generated inside the rover body has not been fully considered in thiswork. Finally, the upward anddownward
directedparticle spectramodeledby thePlanetocosmics simulationmight not agreewellwith the real spectra
seen on the Martian surface due to uncertainties of the primary spectra, the atmospheric, and soil properties
as well as the choice of model and the physics processes considered in the model. We now discuss these four
factors in somemore details.
The inﬂuence of an only partially known shielding geometry has been described in the cruise phase results.
We found a discrepancy of approximately 30% between measured and simulated upward to downward ﬂux
ratio. This discrepancy is most probably due to the unknowns in shielding geometry and composition. In the
Table 6
Results of Upward to Downward Flux Ratio Calculations for Cruise Phase
and Surface Simulations and Observation Data Sets
Cruise phase Surface
Simulation 0.98 ± 0.08 0.10 ± 0.01
Observation 0.74 ± 0.13 0.10 ± 0.02
simulations for the Martian surface, we only need to consider the lower part of
the shielding, since the upper viewcone of the RAD instrument is unshielded
by spacecraft structures and the composition and structure of the Martian
atmosphere is well known. On the Martian surface, we ﬁnd good agreement
between simulation andobservationdata. Given that the shielding situationon
the surface contains fewer unknowns than the shielding situation during the
cruise phase, the goodagreementweﬁnd is consistentwith our conclusions for
the cruise phase data. Additionally, we can conclude that the composition and
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structure of the rover body is known well enough to allow accurate simulation of the radiation environment
on the Martian surface.
The simulation setup for Martian surface conditions assumes a perfectly ﬂat surface with the rover being
parallel to it. In reality, however, the surface can be uneven or tilted. Additionally, the terrain next to the
rover can be higher or lower than beneath it. This can lead to shielding of the incoming GCR in the upper
hemisphere, as well as allowing more of what is here considered the upward directed ﬂuxes to arrive at the
instrument. In total, this would lead to a higher upward to downward ratio. However, the observation data
used in this analysis cover a long time span, andweonly consider particles inside thenarrowacceptance angle
of about 18∘ in the vertical direction deﬁned by the A2 and B detectors. The downward ﬂux in this angular
rangehasbeen shown tobe close to isotropic,with only a small amount of shielding (Wimmer-Schweingruber
et al., 2015). Based on this, wedonot assume that local topographywill have amajor inﬂuence on this analysis.
In the future, however, we hope to apply more sophisticated simulations including the tilting of the rover as
well as realistic shielding by nearby mountains.
Secondary particles can be generated in the rover body both by upward and downward directed particle
ﬂuxes. The simulation setup we used for simulating particle ﬂuxes on the Martian surface does not consider
secondary particles generated in the rover body by downward ﬂuxes. We only include secondary particles
generated by upward ﬂuxes from the Martian soil. However, the mass of the rover body is miniscule in com-
parison to the mass of the planet below it. Thus, downward directed particles will mainly produce upward
directed secondary particle ﬂuxes from the Martian soil.
Thequestionofhowwell theparticle spectrapredictedby thePlanetocosmics simulationagreewithobserved
particle spectra is explored inMatthiä et al. (2016). The authors ﬁndgood agreement betweenparticle spectra
measured by the RAD instrument and those predicted by the Planetocosmics simulation code for particle
energies below110MeV. This suggests that the agreement betweenmeasured and simulated particle spectra
will be suﬃciently good for higher energy ranges as well. However, while Matthiä et al. (2016) considers the
inﬂuence of high-Z particles in their work, we only consider proton and alpha particles as GCR primaries in our
Planetocosmics simulations. Also, their work only treats the downward directed particle ﬂuxes. The upward
directed ﬂuxes are not compared inMatthiä et al. (2016) andmay be incorrectly predicted by Planetocosmics.
Additionally, diﬀerent solarmodulations andatmospheric conditionsmay result in somewhatdiﬀerent results.
Besides, the shielding of the primary ﬂuxes through the atmosphere is also varying as the surface pressure
changes seasonally (Guo et al., 2015).
Other authors (Gronoﬀ et al., 2015) have compared the results of diﬀerent transport models for the Martian
surface, in particular theHZETRNcodeandPlanetocosmics.While theupwardﬂuxes are not reportedby them,
they ﬁnd good agreement between both models. While it seems plausible that similar modeling results to
thosewepresent here could be obtainedusing other transport codes, the general agreement lets us conclude
that our choice of Planetocosmics is valid for the scenario discussed here.
In sum, we use the same information on the shielding geometry as well as the same set of primary spectra
for the cruise phase simulations as for the surface simulations. Cruise phase and surface simulations will be
equally inﬂuenced by uncertainties produced by the primary spectra. However, the simulations reproducing
the situation on the Martian surface only depend on the rover body shielding simulation as opposed all of
the MSL cruise stage spacecraft needed for the cruise phase simulations. Thus, the uncertainties in shielding
geometry and composition will have a lesser inﬂuence on surface simulations. Since we found good agree-
ment between simulation and observation on the Martian surface, we conclude that the other sources of
uncertainties discussed above do not play a major role.
6. Conclusions
We developed and demonstrated a method for distinguishing between upward and downward directed
particle ﬂuxes with the RAD instrument. After compiling known data for the geometry and composition of
the shielding masses both during the cruise phase and on the Martian surface, we developed simulation
models for both phases. For the cruise phase, reasonable agreement for the upward to downward ratio was
found between RAD instrument data and simulation data. On theMartian surface, we found good agreement
between simulation and observation data. While this will need to be conﬁrmed e.g. by evaluating the upward
and downward ﬂuxes for particles other than protons, or by evaluating the ﬂuxes for diﬀerent time ranges on
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the Martian surface, we conclude that we can simulate the Martian radiation environment in enough detail
to reproduce our observations.
Themethodpresentedhere allows for distinguishingbetweenﬂuxdirections. It is also a ﬁrst step in thegoal of
extending chargedparticle spectrameasurements from thedesign limit of 10MeV to100MeV stated inHassler
et al. (2012) up to 200 MeV. During the branch integration, the upward and downward ﬂuxes in that energy
range are integrated. The downward integrated ﬂux can directly be used as an extension of the existing ﬂux
histograms. This will be a signiﬁcant extension of the instruments’ design capabilities as outlined in Hassler
et al. (2012) and will be of considerable value for future work. The method is also an implementation of the
idea to use particles penetrating the detector stack for in-depth analysis as outlined in Posner et al. (2005).
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Figure 6.1: Planetocosmics simulation of energy spectra for upward- and
downward-directed neutron particle fluxes on the Martian surface.
The spectra of downward hydrogen and helium fluxes are shown
for comparison.
6.2 observing directionality of neutral particles
Knowing the neutron radiation environment is very important for
correctly assessing the habitability of the Martian surface. Neutrons
contribute a large part to the dose deposited in biological tissue due to
the high hydrogen content in such tissues. At the same time, neutrons
are abundant in the Martian radiation environment, both from above
and from below. This is evident when looking at Planetocosmics
simulation data as shown in Fig. 6.1.
The neutron flux on the Martian surface has been measured by the
RAD instrument (Köhler et al. (2011), Hassler et al. (2014)). Since neu-
tron detection in RAD works omnidirectionally, the upward directed
particles are part of the measurements made. However, a distinction
between the neutron directions cannot be made using RAD.
One particularly interesting point when considering upward neu-
tron fluxes is their sensitivity to soil water content. Neutrons can
interact very efficiently with the hydrogen in water, since the hydro-
gen nuclei have almost exactly the same mass as neutrons, making
energy transfer in elastic collisions very efficient. Thus, the content
of hydrogen in the soil influences the upward neutron fluxes on
the Martian surface. Modeling results of this effect, obtained using
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Planetocosmics, are shown in Fig. 6.2, showing large variations in
upward-directed neutron fluxes for different soil water contents.
The neutron flux is influenced by soil hydrogen content over an
energy range in which neutrons are typically classified as two different
energy classes (Krieger, 2007). Thermal neutrons have a kinetic energy
that has been equalized to that of the ambient medium by repeated
collisions. This corresponds to an energy of approximately 0.0252 eV
for an ambient medium at room temperature. Neutrons at higher
energies with Ekin 6 0.5 eV are called epithermal neutrons.
The flux of downward neutrons is independent of soil hydrogen
content. The upward flux, however, is dependent on it, meaning that
the ratio of upward to downward flux can be used to determine soil
hydrogen content. A similar measurement has been done previously
by the Dynamic Albedo of Neutrons (DAN) instrument using active
measurements, i. e., using a neutron source. Using the instrument
concept presented here, such a measurement could be done passively
by an instrument designed to fulfill another role. This enables the
instrument to provide more measurements at the same payload cost.
The previous section, 6.1 , presented a method for distinguishing
charged particle directionality. This method is based on particles
making deterministic energy deposits in a detector depending on
their primary energy. However, neutrons deposit energy stochastically,
meaning that the energy deposited by a neutron passing through a
detector, Edep, is random within the interval 0 6 Edep 6 Ekin. Be-
cause of this ambiguity of the deposited energy, the method presented
above cannot be used to determine neutron directionality. Here, an in-
strument concept capable of measuring the directionality of neutrons
will be presented, and its capabilities assessed through simulations.
6.2.1 Instrument Concept
Charged and neutral particles interact with matter in a fundamentally
different way, as explained in Krieger (2007) and a multitude of other
literature. Charged particles interact mainly with the electrons in the
atoms through Coulomb interactions. This leads to them undergoing
a deterministic mean energy loss per length when transversing matter.
This has been described first by Bethe (1930) as a relationship known
as the Bethe-Bloch equation.
Neutrons interact mainly with the atoms nuclei. They lose en-
ergy stochastically, with the energy loss per interaction according
to 0 6 Eloss 6 Ekin. The method presented above for determining
charged particle directionality relies on deterministic deposits of en-
ergy into different detectors. Due to the stochastic nature of neutron
energy losses, this method is not applicable for neutron directionality
determinations. Instead, the instrument presented here uses a Time
of Flight (ToF) system composed of two detectors vertically separated
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Figure 6.2: Planetocosmics simulation of energy spectra for upward-directed
neutron particle fluxes. Spectra are shown for different soil hydro-
gen contents. The upper figure shows the neutron energy spectra,
the lower figure shows the ratio of upward neutron spectra for
various soil hydrogen contents to the upward neutron spectrum
with no hydrogen in the soil.
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by a small distance. The time difference between one neutrons signal
in the bottom and top detector ∆t = tbottom − ttop, where tbottom
and ttop are the detection times in the bottom and top detectors, is
used to discriminate between particle directions. If ∆t > 0, the particle
has entered the detector from above, and if ∆t < 0, it has entered
from below. In order to detect particles, the two detectors need to
be sufficiently distant. This distance is easily computed given some
assumptions. If the instrument is to resolve neutron directionality up
to a particle energy of 10MeV , and assuming that the ToF detection
system is able to detect time differences of ∆t > 10ns, the needed
separation of both detectors is 4 cm.
An instrument concept called Radiation, neutron Albedo, and Map-
ping of hydrogen (RAMA) has been developed for possible conclusion
on the NASA Mars 2020 mission. The instrument is described in detail
in Hassler (2015), and a general description of the concept as well
as the aspects developed as part of this thesis are given below. A
Computer Aided Design (CAD) sketch of the instrument is shown in
Fig. 6.3. Logically, the instrument is split into two subsystems, which
share much of the hardware. The Neutron Directionality Sensor (NDS)
measures thermal, epithermal and fast neutron direction and energy,
while the Hydrogen Detection Sensor (HDS) measures soil hydrogen
content. The detectors of the NDS are two layers of plastic scintillator
cubes. The layers are separated by a distance of 5 cm. Each detection
layer contains two scintillation cubes with a side length of 2 cm each.
The scintillators are read out by a Photo-Multiplier Tube (PMT). A
Silicon SSD covers the top of the lower scintillator layer and the bottom
of the upper layer. The SSD are used as an anti-coincidence system to
reject charged particles that enter the NDS detection system. Addition-
ally, they would be used for charged particle dosimetry, however, this
aspect will not be discussed here.
When a fast neutron enters the detector system from either above
or below, it can deposit energy in a scintillator in both layers by elastic
scattering. Fast neutrons are thus characterized by a double pulse,
with one pulse in each scintillator layer.
The energy measurement by ToF is viable for energies up to 10MeV .
The relationship between ToF and neutron energy is determined by
Geometry and Tracking version 4 (Geant4) simulations. However, the
energy resolution offered by the ToF method is limited. Therefore, for
energies from 0.3MeV to 3MeV , neutron spectroscopy is done via
a process called “capture gating”. The scintillator material in both
layers is doped with 10B. A neutron entering the scintillator can get
thermalized through multiple scatterings, and the thermal neutron
can then be captured by the Boron (Balmer, Gamage, and Taylor, 2014).
This capture reaction gives a characteristic pulse amplitude and timing
distribution. A neutron in this energy range is then characterized by a
triple pulse, with the first pulse from energy deposits by scattering in
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Figure 6.3: Sketch of the Radiation, neutron Albedo, and Mapping of hydro-
gen (RAMA) instrument design for detecting the directionality of
neutron particles. The two Neutron Directionality Sensor (NDS)
layers are shown, as well as the anti-coincidence detectors and
the Thermal Neutron Sensor (TNS) stack. Image courtesy of L.
Seimetz.
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the first scintillator layer, the second pulse in the second layer from
the neutron thermalizing, and the third pulse from the Boron capture.
The total neutron energy is given by the sum of all three pulses.
Thermal neutrons are detected in the Thermal Neutron Sensor (TNS),
which is a Silicon SSD covered by a Gadolinium foil. Thermal neutrons
are captured in the Gadolinium, giving off conversion electrons in
the reaction. These electrons are then detected in the SSD. Epithermal
neutrons are detected in the lower scintillator layer of the NDS. The
scintillators are wrapped in Cadmium foil of sufficient thickness to
stop approximately 99% of thermal neutrons, while higher energy
particles enter the scintillator and are detected only by the Boron
capture flash. The HDS utilizes the same detector hardware as the
NDS, resulting in a mass efficient instrument. The energy ranges in
which neutrons are affected by soil hydrogen content are thermal and
epithermal neutrons, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
6.2.2 Capabilities and Preliminary Simulations
The instrument’s capabilities have been assessed in a series of simu-
lations, of which the NDS simulations were done within the scope of
this thesis. In particular, detection efficiencies, neutron directionality
and energy determinations and the influence of subsurface hydrogen
on the upward neutron spectra have been investigated.
The simulations to assess the performance of the detection sys-
tem were performed using a simpler geometry than that of the final
proposed instrument design. This is simply because the use of four
scintillation detectors per detection layer in the NDS was a late addition
designed to provide some angular resolution. The geometry used for
the simulation of detector performance is shown in Figure 6.4. The
dimensions of the simulation geometry are noted in the figure descrip-
tion. This geometry has been used for all of the following simulations,
except where otherwise noted.
A set of simulations was performed to assess the range of values
for the ToF measurements of neutrons. A neutron beam was simulated
entering the detector from above and below, parallel to the vertical
axis of the detector. The simulation code used, Geant4, gives the energy
deposited in a detector for each particle, as well as the time the particle
enters (tenter) and leaves (tleave) the detector volume. The energy
deposit then has to have occurred at a time tdeposit with tenter 6
tdeposit 6 tleave. Here, it was simply assumed that tdeposit =
(tleave − tenter)/2, and tdeposit for detector 1 and detector 2 labeled
t1 and t2, respectively. We then define the time between deposits as
∆t = t2 − t1 (6.1)
meaning that ∆t > 0 indicates a particle traveling downward through
the detector system, and ∆t < 0 indicates one traveling upward.
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Figure 6.4: Geometry used for simulating the Neutron Directionality Sensor
(NDS). Detectors 1 and 2 are the scintillation detector cubes with
a side length of a = 30.75mm, detectors 3 and 4 are the Silicon
Solid State Detector (SSD) anti-coincidence detectors with a side
length of b = 50mm. The distance between detectors 1 and 2 is
d = 100mm.
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Figure 6.5: Plot showing the primary particle energy Eprim versus time
difference |∆t| for the Neutron Directionality Sensor (NDS). Time
differences are shown both for scintillation detectors of pure
BC-432m and for ones with 10% Boron doping added.
Figure 6.5 shows a plot of primary particle energy Eprim over |∆t|.
The values of ∆t predicted by the simulations range from ∆t = 1ns
for particle energies of Eprim = 10MeV to ∆t = 1ms for energies of
Eprim = 1× 10−7 keV .
The detection and rejection efficiencies of the NDS detector system
are an important metric to assess the overall performance of the design.
They were assessed in a series of Geant4 simulations. In the following,
the term detection efficiency is defined as the probability of a particle
to generate a signal in both the upper and lower scintillation detector,
i. e., detectors 1 and 2 in Figure 6.4. Rejection efficiency then is the
probability of generating a signal in the Silicon SSD anti-coincidence
detectors 3 and 4. A false positive, or false detection, is a charged
particle generating signals in the scintillation detectors 1 and 2, but
not in the anti-coincidence detectors. Similarly, a false negative, or
false rejection, is a neutron generating signals in the anti-coincidence
detectors, thus being rejected as a charged particle.
Two separate sets of simulations to assess the detection and rejection
efficiencies were carried out. First, particles were emitted in a paral-
lel vertical beam with a diameter of 20mm with the beam passing
through all four detectors. It should be noted that the scintillation
detectors in this simulation are composed of BC-432m, the same mate-
rial used in the RAD instrument for the E and F detectors. The Boron
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particle efficiency / %
neutron
detection 0.29
rejection 0.36
gamma
detection 0.03
rejection 41.54
proton
detection 1.11
rejection 99.29
electron
detection 1.20
rejection 99.29
Table 6.1: Detection and rejection efficiencies computed from simulations
of the Neutron Directionality Sensor with 10% Boron doping in
the scintillation detectors. Particles are required to have deposited
energy in either detector 1 or detector 2 in order to be considered
valid.
doping was introduced in a later step. The simulation was carried
out using both proton and neutron particle beams. For neutrons, a
detection efficiency of 0.36% was computed, of which 0.81% were
false rejections. The rejection probability for the proton beam was
99.99%.
The second set of simulations model an isotropic angular distri-
bution of primary particles and introduce a Boron doping for the
scintillation detectors. The composition of the detectors was still mod-
eled as BC-432m, with the addition of 10% by mass of Boron added.
Simulations were carried out for neutron, proton, gamma, and elec-
tron particles. The particles were emitted from a square with a side
length of 200mm above detector 1, traveling downward along the
vertical axis with a cosine law angular distribution. The detection and
rejection efficiencies computed from those simulations are given in
Table 6.1. So far, the simulations have not considered any additional
mass between the two NDS detection layers. The possibility of main-
taining instrument performance with structural or electronics masses
between the two detection layers would ease the instruments construc-
tion constraints, allowing for a more flexible layout. In order to assess
this, two additional sets of simulations were performed with mass
added between the detector layers. Additionally, mass was added
to the side of the detectors to represent the detector housing. The
modified geometry is shown in Figure 6.6. Two sets of simulations
were run with different configuration for the added mass. The first
was using a plate of Aluminum with a thickness of 2mm. The second
was modified to include a layer of Printed Circuit Board (PCB)-like
material with a thickness of 1mm sandwiched between two layers of
Aluminum with a thickness of 1mm each. The mass density of the
PCB-like material was ρ = 0.183 g cm−3, with a composition as taken
from Ogunniyi, Vermaak, and Groot (2009) and shown in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.6: Modified geometry used for simulating Neutron Directionality
Sensor (NDS) performance with mass added to the side of and
between the detector layers. Dimensions and detector distance
are identical to those in Figure 6.4 (a = 30.75mm, b = 50mm,
distance between detectors 1 and 2 is d = 100mm). The arm
length of the added mass is a = 100mm.
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material percentage
Cu 20%
SiO2 15%
PET 9.9%
PP 4.8%
Al 2%
Pb 2%
Ni 2%
Fe 8%
Sn 4%
Mg 30%
Table 6.2: Composition of Printed Circuit Board (PCB)-like material used in
the simulation of the Neutron Directionality Sensor (NDS). The sum
of the percentage values are normalized to 100% in the simulations.
Values are taken from Ogunniyi, Vermaak, and Groot (2009).
particle efficiency Al. / % efficiency Al. & PCB / %
neutron
detection 0.29 0.30
rejection 0.92 0.92
gamma
detection 0.03 0.03
rejection 42.14 45.80
proton
detection 0.79 0.79
rejection 99.34 99.34
electron
detection 0.88 0.88
rejection 99.38 99.38
Table 6.3: Detection and rejection efficiencies computed from simulations of
the modified Neutron Directionality Sensor (NDS) geometry with
structural elements added between the detection layers and to the
side of the detector. Particles are required to have deposited energy
in either detector 1 or detector 2 in order to be considered valid.
Note that this material is identical to the one used to represent the
rover body in the investigation of charged particle directionality in
Section 6.1. The detection and rejection efficiencies computed from
both sets of simulations are given in Table 6.3.
In total, the efficiency for neutron detection is comparatively low.
However, charged particles are rejected with a probability of more
than 99%. While gamma particles have a lower rejection rate of
approximately 45%, they also have a low detection efficiency. This
indicates that the instrument can be expected to perform reliable and
clean neutron detections.
The instruments detection efficiency can be further evaluated when
comparing particle fluxes for different particles on the Martian surface.
In order to assess this, the ground-level particle fluxes were simulated
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using the Planetocosmics application. The simulation was set up
using a present-day atmosphere profile taken from the Mars Climate
Database (MCD) with a total altitude of 250 km. The primary particles
were generated from solar minimum proton and alpha particle Galactic
Cosmic Ray (GCR) energy spectra. The total neutron flux in the energy
range from 1× 10−1MeV to 30MeV computed from this simulation
is Φneutron = 4.21 particles/cm2/s, while the charged particle flux
in the same energy range is Φcharged = 0.81 particles/cm2/s. Over
the total energy range of the simulation, 1× 10−1MeV to 1× 105
MeV , the charged particle flux is Φcharged = 2.81 particles/cm2/s.
It is clear that the flux of neutrons in the relevant energy range is
bigger than the total flux of charged particles across the whole energy
range. This does not yet take into account the detection efficiencies
for different particles, however.
In order to estimate the probability of a neutron or proton coinci-
dence, the probability of a particle entering one of the scintillation
detectors is derived first. The total particle flux computed by Planeto-
cosmics is Φtot = 102.80 particles/cm2/s. One scintillator cube with
a side length of a = 30.75mm has an area of
As = a
2 (6.2)
through which particles can enter, representing either the upper or the
lower face of the scintillator cube. If the surface area through which
one particle enters during the time t is
A ′ =
1
Φtott
, (6.3)
then the total probability of a particle entering the detector ptot is
ptot =
As
A ′
. (6.4)
When the proton and neutron fluxes are designated as Φproton and
Φneutron, and the flux ratio of either particle as rparticle =
Φparticle
Φtot
,
the probability for one of the particles to enter a detector becomes
pparticle = rparticleptot. (6.5)
With pcoin,particle as the probability for a particle to generate a valid
coincident signal as computed numerically above, the probability for
a particle to generate a valid signal becomes
psignal,particle = pcoin,particlepparticle. (6.6)
The probability for a particle to hit the anti-coincidence detectors is
computed in the same manner as above. The detector surface area for
this is
Ar = b
2 (6.7)
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with b = 50mm. With
ptot,r =
Ar
A ′
(6.8)
as the total probability of a particle entering the anti-coincidence
detector, and panticoin,particle as the probability for a particle to
generate a signal in it, the total probability of a particle to be rejected
by the anti-coincidence becomes
preject,particle = panticoin,particlepparticle,r (6.9)
where pparticle,r = rparticleptot,r.
The total detection probability for a particle then becomes
pdetect,particle = psignal,particle(1− preject,particle) (6.10)
For a time period of t = 10ns, the total detection probabilities be-
come pdetect,neutron = 1.19× 10−9 and pdetect,charged = 6.04× 10−10,
making the detection of a neutron almost twice as likely as the detec-
tion of a charged particle.
The proposed detection system has the capability to indirectly mea-
sure surface hydrogen content. Hydrogen can be present in the soil
through subsurface water deposits or mineral composition. Its mea-
surement is therefore extremely important in order to assess the habit-
ability of the Martian surface and subsurface as well as understanding
the development of Martian topography. Soil hydrogen content influ-
ences the upward directed neutron spectra, because the cross section
for neutron-hydrogen interaction is extremely large due to their almost
identical mass. Figure 6.2 shows the influence of soil water content on
the upward directed neutron spectra. The variances in the spectra are
clearly visible for different water contents, especially when looking at
the ratio in comparison to dry soil. The most drastic changes, a reduc-
tion of neutron fluxes by a factor of approximately 0.3, are expected for
particle energies below 100 keV , while the NDS is intended to measure
neutrons above 0.3MeV . Therefore, the hydrogen detection role in
the proposed instrument will mainly be covered by the TNS, which
was not investigated in the scope of this thesis.
6.2.3 Conclusions
This chapter presented and discussed two different methods for deter-
mining particle directionality on the Martian surface. The first method
is designed for charged particles and can be applied to data taken
by the RAD instrument. Due to the design of the instrument and the
trigger setup used to detect incoming particle events, this method
only works for particles with an energy of at least 100MeV nuc−1.
Above an energy of approximately 200MeV nuc−1, it is no longer
possible to discriminate between particle directions with this method.
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However, total flux can still be derived, thus extending the measure-
ment range of the RAD instrument. As shown in Section 6.1.4, the
upward-directed charged particle fluxes are a factor of 0.1 less intense
than the downward-directed fluxes. This necessitates the use of long
time integration when applying the separation method in order to
gain sufficient statistics for the upward flux measurement.
A design for an instrument able to measure neutron particle direc-
tionality was presented, and simulations of the instruments capabilities
have been performed. The instrument is able to distinguish direction-
ality of neutrons up to energies of 10MeV , and particle energies for
neutrons up to 5MeV . It is also able to aid in soil hydrogen detection
through detecting the difference of particle fluxes in the energy ranges
influenced by subsurface hydrogen content in an energy range from
1 eV to 1× 104 eV . However, the instrument design is not without
engineering challenges. In order to effectively read out the B-doped
scintillators, PMT tubes are needed. Their high operating voltage
present a challenge in the Martian atmosphere due to the possibility
of electrical arcs. In order to meet the goals described above, the ToF
detection needs to be able to measure time differences on the order
of a few nanoseconds, which is not easily done. These challenges are,
however, possible to be overcome with careful design. Even though
the instrument concept requires research and development work, it
has been shown here to be a practicable design.

7
D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
As part of the MSL/RAD investigation, this work aims to help meet the
science goals of the Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) instrument.
In particular, two goals have been addressed:
• The verification of simulation codes for particle transport in the
Martian atmosphere.
• The characterization of the Martian radiation environment.
There are two main investigations presented herein, with both investi-
gations contributing towards meeting both of the science goals. The
first investigation is an effort to model the influence of atmospheric
dust content and global dust storms on the Martian surface radiation
environment. Secondly, a characterization of the directionality of par-
ticle fluxes, both on the Martian surface and in interplanetary space
during the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) cruise phase, is performed.
In the following, the results of both investigations will be summarized
and discussed, followed by conclusions and outlook.
7.1 discussion
Global Martian dust storms can drastically change the atmospheric
conditions, and the second investigation in this thesis, in Section
6.2, is an attempt to model the influence of these changes on the
Martian radiation environment. While no global dust storms have
occurred to date during the MSL mission, there has been one time
period during which enhanced atmospheric dust activity was observed.
In simulations using the Mars Climate Database (MCD) atmosphere
profiles, the drastic atmospheric changes during a global dust storm
do not lead to changes in the ground-level radiation environment.
Observational data during the time period of enhanced dust activity
suggest a weak but significant correlation between atmospheric opacity
and ground-level dose rate. Since the atmospheric opacity τ observed
during the period of enhanced dust activity was not as high as during
a global dust storm, the correlation analysis should be repeated if
observations during a global dust storm become available. Around
an altitude of 100 km, the simulations predict an enhancement of the
ionization rate during a global dust storm. As discussed in Norman,
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Gronoff, and Mertens (2014), this can lead to a degradation in surface
downlink signals to landers operating on Mars, and radar signals
transmitted through the Martian atmosphere, due to shielding by the
ionized atmosphere layer. The simulation data predicts the changes
of ionization rate to be more drastic during a Solar Energetic Particle
(SEP) event due to the larger flux of relatively low-energy particles
that deposit their energies in the relatively thin upper atmosphere
layers. The simultaneous occurrence of an SEP event and a global
dust storm has not so far been observed during the MSL mission.
In conclusion, while the simulations presented here agree with the
limited observational data available, no strong conclusions can be
drawn. For that, RAD observations during a dust storm, either local
or global, are needed, although these observations cannot be planned
for. While an attempt has been made to compare simulations with
observational data, care must be taken when doing so. The atmosphere
profiles obtained from the MCD for a global dust storm scenario rely
on an artificially fixed atmospheric opacity of τ = 5 for the whole time
frame during which such storms have been observed to be possible.
While such an atmosphere profile represents the thermal layering of
the Martian atmosphere during a global dust storm reasonably well,
the pressure profile may not be well represented for all locations on the
Martian surface. Atmospheric column mass, represented by ground-
level atmospheric pressure, is an important factor in simulations of
ground-level dose rate and particle spectra. If possible, a General
Circulation Model (GCM) should be used to simulate atmospheric
conditions during a global dust storm before performing particle
transport simulations in future work.
The main result of the second part of this thesis, presented in Section
6.1, is the development of a method to distinguish charged particle
directionality using the RAD instrument. The method has then been
verified using data taken during the cruise phase and applied to and
demonstrated on Martian surface data. It has been found that the
simulations of both the cruise phase and surface data agree well with
the instrument observations. This indicates that the simulation codes
used here, the Geometry and Tracking version 4 (Geant4) code and
the Planetocosmics application based on that code, are well suited to
modeling the Martian surface environment and instruments aboard
spacecrafts in interplanetary space. However, the shielding of the RAD
instrument by the rover and the MSL cruise stage is not well known.
The RAD instrument itself is well described through its Computer
Aided Design (CAD) model. Such models also exists for both the rover
and the cruise stage, but were not made available for this study. The
abbreviated information on the shielding of the instrument may have
led to inaccuracies in the simulations, however, the probability for that
is low, as evidenced by the good agreement between the simulation
and observation data.
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In addition to the method for detecting charged particle directional-
ity, a concept for an instrument capable of detecting neutron direction-
ality has been studied. Applying the method developed for charged
particles to neutrons is not possible due to its reliance on deterministic
energy deposits made by the particles, while neutrons deposit energy
stochastically. Instead, a concept of a Time of Flight (ToF) instrument
capable of measuring neutron directionality in an energy range from
0.3MeV to 10MeV has been studied. In addition to directionality, this
instrument is capable of measuring neutron energy spectra, limited
charged particle energy spectra, and, albeit indirectly, the soil hydro-
gen content. A series of simulations of the proposed instrument have
been performed in order to aid in the development process and to
ascertain that it is capable of meeting its intended performance goals.
While the instrument relies on technologies presenting an engineering
challenge, e. g., the use of Photo-Multiplier Tube (PMT) in the thin
Martian atmosphere, it is a feasible design capable of delivering its
intended performance.
7.2 conclusions
While the general method for determining charged particle direction-
ality has been established, there are several aspects which have not
been explored here due to time constraints. In particular, the vari-
ability of the ratio of upward to downward particle fluxes has not
been investigated. There are several possible sources for variations of
this ratio. Seasonal and diurnal atmospheric variations are known to
lead to changes in the Martian radiation environment, as shown in,
e. g., Rafkin et al. (2014) or Guo et al. (2015). Such changes could also
lead to variations in the upward to downward ratio. A further factor
influencing this could be the soil composition. However, Planetocos-
mics simulations investigating the influence of soil composition on the
surface particle spectra point to this having an influence that is not
possible to be modeled. Such changes should therefore be expected to
be small, and might not be detectable using the method presented in
Section 6.1, considering the large uncertainties. In general, detecting
variations in the upward to downward ratio using this method will be
challenging due to the large integration time needed to obtain reliable
values for upward directed particle fluxes.
The investigation into the influence of global dust storms on the
Martian radiation environment, presented in Chapter 5, has been hin-
dered by the fact that necessary data sets for the analysis presented
here are not yet available for a global dust storm, e. g., the storm
observed in 2018. In addition to RAD observations, measurements
of atmospheric opacity τ by the Mastcam simultaneously to the RAD
observations are needed. As an additional facet of this investigation,
an attempt to correlate the downlink signal strength of the Curiosity
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rover should be made, which can be expected to yield insights to
the increased ionization rate expected at an altitude of approximately
100 km. However, the rover engineering data sets containing this infor-
mation might not be available to the science team due to restrictions.
In order to produce meaningful particle transport simulation data to
compare with observations, GCM data using the 3-D dust distribution
for the particular storm under investigation should be performed, if
possible.
The RAD instrument provides a first insight into the Martian radia-
tion environment. While the measurements of charged particle spectra
are detailed, and the instrument is able to provide further particle
directionality measurements, the data regarding neutral particles is
more limited due to the instrument design. In order to remedy this,
the instrument concept presented and studied in Section 6.2 should
be built and flown on an appropriate mission. This would provide
further insight into the neutron radiation environment on the Martian
surface, which would be very valuable to refine the assessment of
habitability and the risk to possible future human explorers. The
data would also be valuable in order to further the understanding of
the development of the Martian topography through the instruments
capability of subsurface hydrogen detection. In general, as evidenced,
e. g., by the fact that neutron particle fluxes were instrumental in ac-
curately replicating the upward to downward charged particle fluxes
on the Martian surface through simulations, by their generation of
secondary particles within the rover body, understanding the neutron
radiation environment is important to fully understand the whole of
the Martian radiation environment.
Measurements of the Martian radiation environment have only been
made by the RAD instrument, inside Gale Crater, to date. However,
as shown in Chapter 3, the Martian surface features a wide range of
environments with differences in a variety of parameters, e. g., soil
composition and, due to the large variations in local ground altitude,
atmospheric pressure. In order to provide more data points to mea-
surements of the radiation environments, and in order to explore the
variations in local environments on the Martian surface, instruments
similar to RAD in capability should be flown on appropriate missions
landing on Mars in the future, since even the one point of measure-
ment provided by RAD has revealed things not expected before, i. e.,
the diurnal variation described in Rafkin et al. (2014). Additionally, it
is important to continue measurements of the radiation environment
inside a spacecraft in interplanetary space during the cruise to Mars.
This will help to provide additional data needed to develop appro-
priate radiation protection measures for future human exploration of
Mars.
In the work presented within this thesis, the biggest challenge, as
well as the biggest source of uncertainties, was the lack of sufficient
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information regarding the shielding of the RAD instrument, both dur-
ing the cruise phase and on the Martian surface. Had sufficient data
on this been available, setting up the simulations for replicating the
upward to downward flux ratio could have been done more quickly,
since considerable time had to be spent on attempting to replicate the
environment accurately enough and to validate the simulation. The
solution was making educated guesses based on the best available data
regarding the rover composition, including calculating the shielding
mass the RAD Electronics Box (REB) adds to the RAD lower view cone
from the CAD model of the instrument, as well as careful and extensive
validation of the simulation setup built in this way.
In total, the work done in this thesis has contributed to meeting the
RAD science goals. By helping to improve the understanding of the
Martian radiation environment, and to validate and verify the suit-
ability of simulation codes for the Martian environment, contributions
have been made toward our understanding of the unique aspects of
the planet. Overall, the MSL mission, and other missions currently
underway on and around Mars, have made large improvements to the
assessment of the present, and past, habitability of the Martian surface
and subsurface. In fact, the RAD instrument used here has provided
the first measurements of dose rate and ionizing radiation on another
planet (Hassler et al., 2014). Results from other instruments on the
MSL mission have helped to confirm a wet past on Mars, and the
possible presence of a lake within Gale crater (Grotzinger et al., 2014).
Today, the body of knowledge about the Martian environment shows
a variety of different environments, and builds the basis for allowing
future human exploration of Mars, as well as helping to understand
and assess other possible habitats in the solar system.
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